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This study originated from equipment design work and pre-
liminary test work in the Fabric Flammability program at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology. The objectives were to develop a 
device with, which to measure the ignition times of fabrics sub-
jected bo a step input of radiant energy and obtain the first set of 
data. The thesis objectives were expanded later to include ignition 
time data analysis in general;, including transmittance, selection 
of some analytical technique for describing the heat flux-time to 
ignition relationship, description of human response to heat, and 
a coupling ox" the test da ..a v,ith. human response data to evaluate 
possible modification of exposure incidents by human efforts for 
personal safety. 
The Ignition Time Apparatus was designed, constructed, and 
instrumented. A total of 56 tests was conducted with 10 different 
fabrics over an incident heat flux range of 23,90° (Btu/hr-ft ) to 
o 
72,700 (Btu/hr-ft ). Ignition times for the tests varied between 
three and 9° seconds. A dlathermanous model of the fabrics was 
found to give an ignition time estimate which was Jets than the 
observed times by about a factor of two. The skin was analyzed 
as a semi-infinite- conducting body, and time to pain estimates by 
the analytical method were conservative as compared to data from 
the literature by a factor of two or less . The ignition time data 
finally were coupled with the physiological information in an initial 
xii 
effort to describe the total system of man plus garment . 
The primary conclusion is that a normal person, clothed by 
a layer of one of the bested fabrics, probably could escape injury 
from a household heat source. The time to pain plus a probable 
time of human reaction is less than •hie probable time to garment 
ignition. 
This limited treatment of the so very complex total problem 
is restricted to a brief consideration of only 10 different fabrics, 
to single layers of fabric, to "normal" persons, and only to 
radiative heating sources. With clothing thicker than tested, 
likelihood that the fabric might become a hazard to the wearer is 
greater. Along with these facts, it was noted that persons who 
expose bare skin to radiant heat sources of household intensity 
might escape burn injury even though they would suffer pain. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 
In 195̂ -5 Congress passed the Flammable Fabrics Act, sub-
sequently amended in I966, to protect the public from highly 
flammable apparel. As amended, the act directs the Department of 
Commerce to define criteria or standard tests, applicable to fabrics, 
in order to reduce the hazard. The responsibility for developing 
test methods by which to define fabric flammability was delegated 
to the National Bureau of Standards, The Government-Industry Research 
Committee on Fabric Flammabj.lity (GIRCFF) was formed and organized in 
the Office of Flammable Fabrics of the National Bureau of Standards, 
to formulate and administer an appropriate research program. 
Program results are to provide factual information on hazards 
associated with apparel fabric fires, and ultimately provide the 
necessary technical and scientific foundation for legislation. 
The School of Mechanical Engineering at Georgia Institute of 
Technology earned a research grant from GIRCFF . Under the direction 
of Dr. W, Wulff and Dr. N. Zuber, a program of analysis and experi-
mentation relevant to fabric ignition was undertaken. This program 
continues under sponsorship of the Committee. The present study was 
originated as part of the School of Mechanical Engineering fabric 
flammability program. 
The original objectives of this thesis were to: 
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(1) Develop an ignition time apparatus 
(2) Obtain the first set of data for ignition time of a 
number of fabrics subjected to a range of incident heat fluxes. 
The data from those preliminary experiments are included in this 
report, and form the basis from which this study has evolved. The 
additional objectives of this latter phase of the study were to: 
(3) Analyze and present the data in general, and evaluate 
fabric transmittances, 
(h) Select a simple analytical technique for describing 
ignition time as a function of incident heat flux. 
(5) Describe human response to heat exposure, including 
pain sensation, burn injury, and protective reaction to avoid hurt. 
(6) Couple the fabric ignition time test data with human 
response analyses to evaluate possible modification of garment 




IGNITION TIME TEST EQUIPMENT 
2.1 Introduction 
The Ignition Time Apparatus was developed in order that the 
characteristic time fco ignition could he measured precisely. At the 
initiation of test equipment development, a characteristic Ignition 
time definition was designated. The ignition time for any fabric was 
defined to be that time elapse from sudden exposure of a specimen of 
that fabric to uniform test flux until appearance of flame at the 
fabric front face [l]. This definition helped dictate initial 
equipment specifications, and provided guiding criteria throughout 
all phases of device development. 
2.2 Design Development 
Preliminary analyses of the flammable fabric ignition process 
by a simple conduction model, coupled with the definition of ignition 
time, generated the following Initial specifications and requirements 
for the device [2]: 
(a) Specimen heating by a radiative source capable of 
producing any heat flux up to about 50,000 Btu/hr-ft incident on the 
fabric surface, 
(b) exposures of as low as 20 milliseconds, 
(c) remote flame detection. 
k 
These specifications suggested installation of a high density radiant 
heater, mounted close to a heat-tolerant opaque shield which would 
shade fabric samples from radiant heat flux, except at such time 
intervals when exposure was desired. Figure 1 describes this initial 
concept. 
From basic equipment requirements, Iwo concepts of exposure 
mechanism were analyzed. A rotating disk arrangement and a mobile 
shutter design were considered. M1he shutter system, shown in Figure 
2, was selected and constructed. The design was devised such that 
subsequent incorporation of a second shutter to terminate the exposure 
periods would be possible with minimum manufacturing or assembly 
difficulty. The present test program, however, involved only single 
shutter operations. 
2.3 Equipment Description 
The major components of the Ignition Time Apparatus are: 
(1) mechanical shutter system, 
(2) heating source 
(3) sample support assembly, and 
(h) instrumentation. 
As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the first three major components are 
bolted directly onto a 1 in. x 12 in. x 66 in. base plate cut from 
6061 T651 aluminum tool plate. A slot, 1.500 in. wide and 0.125 in. 
deep, was milled lengthwise along the base plate centerline to 
establish alignment of all subassemblies. 
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2.3.1 Shutter System 
The shutter system consists of the shutter plate and spring 
assembly, the release and catch system, and the cock/uncock system. 
An identical second system is required to incorporate a second shutter. 
Most details of the assembly can be seen in Figures 3 and h. 
The shutter plate (made of 0.032 in, thick annealed sheet 
steel) is held vertically in plate guides and connected to a heavy 
helical spring by a slender operating rod. The operating rod 
engages catch and release mechanisms at necked-down rod sections . 
After the shutter is cocked (with spring in extension) and released, 
spring contraction accelerates the shutter plate and operating rod. 
When, for the first time, the plate reaches that instant of zero 
velocity and extreme spring compression (opposiLe to starting position), 
a catch mechanism engages the operating rod to prohibit further 
motion. While the exposing edge is sweeping across the fabric sample 
center, the shutter plate attains maximum velocity. 
The plate travels in a slotted bras1:, guide assembly bolted 
to aluminum "T" extrusions (60ol T6$l) . The bottom "T" was fitted 
into the milled base plate slot. The other was mounted to the top 
protrusions on the spring housing support blocks as shown in 
Figures 2 and 3- The operating rod, attached to one side of the 
shutter plate by a stainless steel swivel, was cut from 0.375 in. 
diameter drill rod (oil hardening) heat-treated to full hardness. 
The rod travels in a linear ball bearing press-fitted into a machined 
cylindrical block bolted radially into the spring housing assembly 
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at the inner or shutter plate side. 
The operating rod is connected to a heavy helical primary spring 
by a spring terminal (hot-rolled steel) screwed snugly into the spring 
end. A similar terminal is screwed into the opposite end of the 
spring and bolted radially to the outer or jack side of the spring 
housing. These parts were sized to assure low stress levels [13,1̂ 4-] 
during operation of the device in order that premature fatigue 
failure is avoided. 
The primary spring, 8,50 in. long at neutral, was wound on 
order by Newcomb Springs of Atlanta. Twenty turns of 0.2.50 in. 
diameter wire were wound on a 1-75 in. helix diameter. The design 
spring rate was 100 l"bf/in . deflection, with maximum deformation of 3-0 
in. allowable in compression or extension. By static dead load 
tests, actual spring rates were found to be 72 lbf/in. tension and 
115 Ibf/in. compression. The spring mass of approximately 1.20 Ibm 
comprises approximately half of the effective translating mass. 
Design computations determining the required spring rate, as well 
as calculated and measured shutter speeds, are included in Appendix C. 
The primary spring and spring terminals are enclosed within a 
16 in. long section of hot rolled steel tube. A. circular flange 
was welded onto the tube near the outer (jack side) end while a 
cylindrical sleeve was welded near the inner end. These attached 
pieces were turned on concentric centers to fit into the spring hous-
ing support blocks. Windows were cut into the tube between support 
blocks for visual access to the mobile spring terminal. Two other 
windows were cut into the tuhe forward of the shutter end support 
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blocks to accommodate the release mechanism. 
Shutter release and catch mechanisms restrict shutter motion 
to desired shield/exposure actions. Both mechanisms are similar and 
are bolted to the base plate as well as to the inner (shutter side) 
spring housing support block. Both mechanisms consist of a steel 
yoke, with replaceable brass inserts which contact the operating rod, 
carried by a pair of steel rods. The release mechanism rod pair is 
attached to a Model M46-I, A. C. type, push-pull solenoid of 608 
oz capacity manufactured by bormeyer Industries . 'The catch mechanism 
yoke rides pressed a.gaiast the operating rod by two compression 
springs. When the necked-down section of the operating rod near 
tiie shutter plate passes the catch yoke, compression spring action 
moves the yoke to engage the operating rod and 1?;mobilize the system. 
The steel rods for both catch and release slide through bronze 
bushings pressed into aluminum (6o6l-T65l) blocks, which support the 
catch and release mechanisms. The catch yoke is relieved from pri-
mary spring load by the cocking jack. 
The cock/uncock system is applied to extend or to compress the 
primary spring for cocking the shutter or returning the spring to 
neutral. The system consists of a heavy duty automotive screw jack, 
purchased from Sears, Roebuck Company, and a steel rod which locks 
into the mobile spring terminal. The jack is mounted onto the base 
plate with a steel angle as can be seen Ln the upper right hand 
side of Figure 3• 
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2.3-2 Heating Source 
The radiant heat source selected to produce the desired fabric 
sample irradiation is a Model 5208-5 High Density Radiant Heater 
purchased from Research, Inc. The heater is designed for six tubular 
tungsten filament quartz lamps (Model 1200 T3/CL) purchased from 
General Electric Company. The lamps have an active length of 6.0 in., 
produce 1.2 KW each, and are air cooled. The highly reflective lamp 
housing is water cooled. Radiant heat flux is emitted through a 
6 in. x 3 in. quartz window at maximum steady fluxes of 120,000 Btu/ 
hr-ft2. 
As shown in Figure 5? the heating source is mounted to the base 
plate with two aluminum blocks, thermally insulated by transite 
shields, such that the quartz window can be positioned various distances 
from the fabric sample. When the heater window has been located 0.25 
in. from the shutter plate, the distance between fabric sample front 
face plane and heater window is approximately 1 in. 
A variable transformer (A.C.) suitable to adjust power to the 
heater from zero to full power (7-2 KW) was obtained from School 
laboratories. Cooling air and water were supplied from building 
services. 
2.3-3 Sample Support 
Fabric specimens were positioned parallel to the heater window 
plane and held in place by the sample holder. The support permitted 
exposure of a 1 in. diameter circle of fabric 1.18 in. from the 
heater window. A thermoelectric flux meter was mounted in the sample 
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holder 0.1+0 in. behind the fabric free back face. Figures 5 and 6 
illustrate the basic shutter and flux sensor arrangement. 
2.3.1+ Timing and Sensing Instrumentation 
Instrumentation for the Ignition Time Device consisted of five 
different components. 
(a) Microswitch - available from School laboratories. The 
microswitch was activated by the shutter plate to indicate onset of 
specimen exposure. 
(b) Thermoelectric Flux Meter - Model C-1301-A purchased from 
Hy-Cal Engineering. This meter was mounted 0.1+0 in. behind the sample 
free back face to sense that heat flux transmitted through the 
fabric specimens, and also to Indicate fabric ignition or melting. 
(c) Infrascope - Mark I Infrascope purchased from Barnes 
Engineering. The Infrascope was intended to sense fabric front face 
ignition.* 
(d) Oscilloscopes - two Tektronix Type %1+ Dual Beam Storage 
oscilloscopes were available in School laboratories . The oscillo-
scopes recorded signals from the first three components. The 
oscilloscope traces were photographed for record by a Polaroid 
camera. 
(e) Stopwatch - a Compass 1 Jewel Stopwatch available from 
School laboratories. The stop watch was used in conjunction with 
visual observation of irradiated specimens to help identify 
* Application of the Infrascope proved disappointing in determining 
front face ignition in the present experiments since the irradiance 
reflected from the fabric front-face completely overwhelmed 
infrared flame emission. 
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ignition time. In cases of exposure longer than h5 seconds, the 
stopwatch was the only means of measuring time to ignition. 
2 Jk Equipment Operation 
In this principal experiment, fabric specimens were exposed to 
radiant heat flux until ignition or melting occurred. After the 
exposing shutter was positioned to shade the fabric sample, the heat 
source was powered to desired intensity. Shutter release exposed the 
sample and triggered the recording instrumentation. Fabric ignition 
(or melting) was detected by flux meter or visually.* After fabric 
ignition, the heat source was turned off, the shutter was uncocked, 
and the spring was relieved to neutral. The next fabric sample was 
then mounted for testing. 
* Visual detection of ignition was employed to verify flux meter 
indications as well as to determine extended exposure ignition 
times. The process is difficult in that the irradiated area was 
extremely bright from heater glow [5]• As the experiments 
continued, however, the observer became progressively more 
proficient in defining and recording the instant of first flame. 
11 
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Figure 5. Cross Sectional View of Ignition Time Apparatus. 
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Figure 6. Ignition Time Apparatus - General Arrangement of 






IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
The Ignition Time Apparatus, described in the preceding 
chapter, was used to measure the ignition times for 10 different 
fabrics (bone dry), each irradiated at five different heat fluxes. 
Raw data obtained during the tests are presented in Appendix B. 
Final results are plotted in Figures 7 through 9-
3.1 Apparatus Check and Calibration 
Active testing was preceded by radiant heater calibration. The 
flux meter (refer to Figure 5) was relocated from normal behind-
sample center position, to four different positions in the sample 
exposure area on the sample front face plane. While the meter was 
in each position, prescribed voltages were applied to the radiant 
heater, and consequent EMF signals from the meter were measured 
with a Leeds and Northrup Model 8686 millivolt potentiometer. The 
EMF at each voltage setting was then averaged and converted to incident 
flux via the manufacturer's calibration [5]. Maximum variation 
in heat flux over the circular sample area was approximately h per 
cent. 
During the calibration, thermal equilibrium between heater 
and apparatus structure was achieved after about six minutes 
exposure. However, the EMF reading after 30 seconds exposure was at 
all heater power settings more than 98 Per cent of the 2̂ -0 second 
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reading. During subsequent testing, the heater was powered to 
desired intensity and allowed to heat the apparatus for at least 
30 seconds before the shutter was released to initiate fabric 
exposure. 
After the first kO tests were completed, the heater was 
checked again to measure any variation of radiant heater output at 
the prescribed heater voltages. The flux meter was repositioned to 
the center of the front face plane and the radiant heater powered to 
the preselected voltages. Recheck demonstrated that incident flux 
rates were essentially unchanged from the initial calibration values 
[5]. 
3.2 General Test Procedure 
The test procedure followed has been outlined in the previous 
chapter. A test included the following operations [5]: 
(a) Sample dried by storage in calcium chloride desiccators 
for kS hours or longer to produce bone-dry condition. 
(b) Sample mounted by clamping a cut cloth section into the 
sample holder and trimming to fit. 
(c) Sample positioned 1.18 in. from the radiant heater 
window. This position was obtained by locating the sample holder 
0.15 in. from the brass shutter plate guide. Figure 5 illustrates 
the configuration. 
(d) Ignition Time Apparatus cocked, with shutter plate in 
position to shield the fabric sample from radiant heat. 
(e) Radiant heater powered to desired intensity. Incident 
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heat fluxes of 23,900, 3^,000, ̂ 7,300, 63,300 and 72,700 Btu/hr-ft2 
were applied to the fabric front face . 
(f) Shutter released to expose fabric sample. The switch 
which activated the solenoid to release the shutter also triggered 
oscilloscope traces. Immediately after exposing the sample, the 
shutter plate cammed on a microswitch to generate a pulse on the 
oscilloscope traces and identify that instant of exposure initiation. 
In addition, the operator started a stopwatch at shutter release in 
order that visually detected times to ignition could be measured. 
(g) Upon fabric destruction, ignition or melting, the heat 
source was de-energized. 
3.3 Description of Test Observations 
Following sections list detailed observations from the experi-
ments . The discussions have been listed by order of fabric types, 
rather than chronologically by order of test. Appendices A and B, with 
the following discussions, couple to describe fully the experimental 
results. It should be emphasized that thermodynamic processes contri-
buting to fabric destruction are quite complex. Detection of various 
stages is not always clear cut. Thus, inclusion of these discussions 
of the test is entirely appropriate. 
The "time" quantities quoted in these following discussions were 
taken from oscilloscope tracings of flux meter output unless exposure 
time exceeded U-5 seconds, in which case stopwatch readings were used. 
The ignition process caused a large increase in heat flux recorded 
by the flux meter. Onset of melting (fabrics woven of man-made 
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materials) similarly was indicated by readily obvious variations in the 
heat flux incident to the calorimeter. Appendix B includes tracings 
from photographic records of the oscilloscope tracks. These tracings 
were used to measure time to ignition (or melting) and the magnitude 
of transmitted flux. Quantities determined are tabulated in Appendix 
A. In addition to the application of flux meter output to evaluate 
ignition time, visual estimations of time to front face ignition were 
recorded with the stopwatch and correlated with the photographic records. 
Variations in time elapse from that instant of fabric exposure until 
destruction ranged from 2 to 90 seconds. 
3.3.1 Test of GIRCFF Fabric No. 2 
2 
Fabric Wo. 2 is a thin, light weight (7.51 mg/cm ) yellow textured 
blouse material, woven of 100 per cent polyester. 
(a) Test 9A - Incident flux of 23,900 Btu/hr-ft . Progressive 
melting without ignition. After 85 seconds exposure, a spider web pat-
tern of material wholly different from original weave remained over the 
exposure area. Material had melted and accumulated near the bottom of the 
exposure area in boiling pools. The test was terminated at this point. 
o 
(b) Test 6 - Incident flux of 3^,000 Btu/hr-ft . Progressive 
melting without ignition. Material degraded much as occurred in 
Test 9-A- except that deterioration had ceased after 35 seconds 
exposure when the test was terminated. 
o 
(c) Test 7 - Incident flux of ^7,300 Btu/hr-ft . Progressive 
melting without ignition. Material melting was rapid and complete. 
After only 12 seconds irradiation, the exposure circle was an open 
21 
hole with no remaining material in the area. 
o 
(d) Test 8 - Incident flux of 62,300 Btu/hr-ft . Rapid 
melting without ignition. The exposed area of fabric melted com-
pletely within 8 seconds. None of the fine residual grid such as 
noted in Tests 9A o r 6 remained after test termination at 9 seconds. 
p 
(e) Test kl - Incident flux of 72,700 Btu/hr-ft . Immediate 
melting without ignition. Deterioration began immediately after 
exposure, and all irradiated material had melted after 5 seconds. 
3.3.2 Test of GIRCFF Fabric No. 5 
Fabric No. 5 is a white jersey "T-shirt" material, woven from 
2 
100 per cent cotton. The material weighs 13.71 mg/cm . 
o 
(a) Test 8A - Incident flux of 23,900 Btu/hr-f t . Fabric 
ignition after discoloration., Irradiated fabric browned progressively 
darker until ignition at 28.8 seconds. Flame began near the top of the 
exposure area, and destroyed all fabric within the exposed circle. 
2 
(b) Test 9 - Incident flux of 3^,000 Btu/hr-ft . Fabric 
ignition after discoloration. The fabric destruction sequence was 
identical to that of Test 8A, except that occurrence was more rapid. 
Flame first appeared near the top of the exposure area at li+.O 
seconds. 
(c) Test 10 - Incident flux of ^7,300 Btu/hr-ft . Fabric 
ignition after discoloration. Rapid fabric discoloration preceded 
ignition at 8.8 seconds exposure. 
2 
(d) Test 11 - Incident flux of 62,300 Btu/hr-ft . Immediate 
fabric discoloration, with ignition after 5-5 seconds. 
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(e) Test k2 - Incident flux of 72,700 Btu/hr-ft . Immediate 
fabric discoloration, with ignition after 4.9 seconds. 
3.3.3 Test of GIRCFF Fabric No. 8 
Fabric No. 8 is a white jersey "T-shirt" material, woven from 
a fiber mixture, 65 per cent polyester and 35 per cent cotton. The 
material decomposition and destruction during test irradiation was 
significantly different from the 100 per cent cottom "T-shirt" 
material, in that a melting of the polyester preceded and delayed 
ignition of the cotton. Fabric No. 8 is slightly heavier than the 
tested 100 per cent cottom "T-shirt" and weighs 16.91 mg/cm . 
(a) Test 10A - Incident flux of 23,900 Btu/hr-ft . Melting 
followed by ignition. Polyester protions of the fabric began melting 
after 4.8 seconds exposure. A fine grid of cotton was left stretched 
over the exposure circle at the end of l6.1 seconds. The residual 
cotton grid ignited at 28,1 seconds. 
2 
(b) Test 25 - Incident flux of 34,000 Btu/hr-ft . Melting 
followed by ignition. Melting began at 3*0 seconds and was complete 
at 11.5 seconds, leaving a fine cotton grid. The cotton grid 
ignited at 15.O seconds. 
2 
(c) Test 26 - Incident flux of 47,300 Btu/hr-ft . Melting 
followed by ignition. Test history was the same as Tests 10A and 
25 except that time elapses to each occurrence were shorter. Ignition 
occurred after 8.8 seconds exposure. 
2 
(d) Test 27 - Incident flux of 62,300 Btu/hr-ft . Melting 
was followed by ignition at 5.4 seconds. 
2 
(e) Test 35 - Incident flux of 72,700 Btu/hr-ft . Melting 
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was followed by an almost explosive ignition at h,3 seconds. 
During the tests at progressively higher incident heat flux, the 
ignition time approached progressively closer to that of the 100 per 
cent "T-shirt" material. The ignition time delay caused by melting 
of the polyester became less significant as heating rates were 
increased. At maximum heating rate, either the cotton portion of the 
cloth ignited before molten polyester could flow from the exposed 
area, or else the polyester itself ignited while the molten material 
remained under exposure. 
3.3-U- Test of GIRCFF Fabric No. 10 
This fabric is a thin light weight purple batiste, woven from 
100 per cent cotton. The material weight is 6.65 mg/cm . During 
testing at low heating rates, the material charred to a dark brown 
color before finally igniting. At heating rates in excess of 
4̂-7,300 Btu/hr-ft , any charring that might have occurred was 
followed so quickly by ignition that visual observation of the 
material changes was not possible. 
p 
(a) Test 7A - Incident flux of 23,900 Btu/hr-ft . Eventual 
discoloration followed by ignition. Fabric appearance was unchanged 
for almost 15 seconds exposure. Once charring began, discoloration 
progressed steadily as the material became increasingly darker brown 
until flame at Ul.5 seconds exposure. 
o 
(b) Test 2 - Incident flux of 3^,000 Btu/hr-ft . Fabric 
began to char and become discolored after 6 seconds. Ignition 
occurred at 18.2 seconds. 
2k 
(c) Test k - Incident flux of ^7,000 Btu/hr-ft . Fabric 
charring developed rapidly after exposure was begun. Fabric ignition 
was detected after 7-2 seconds exposure. 
p 
(d) Test 5 - Incident flux of 62,300 Btu/hr-ft . Fabric 
seemed to char and ignite simultaneously. The discoloration and 
flame occurred at 3-8 seconds exposure. 
2 
(e) Test ^3 - Incident flux of 72,700 Btu/fr-ft . Fabric 
ignited after 2.7 seconds exposure. 
3-3.5 Test of GIRCFF Fabric No. 11 
Test fabric No. 11 is woven from man-made materials, a white 
2 
tricot, 80 per cent acetate and 20 per cent nylon weighing 11.31 mg/cm . 
At maximum test heating rates, there seemed to be a flame which con-
sumed all material in the test area. At the lower heat fluxes, 
however, the fabric melted away with a moderate amount of smoke. 
(a) Test UA - Incident flux of 23,900 Btu/hr-ft . Gradual 
fabric melting without ignition. Fabric melting began after only 
two seconds heat exposure. The fabric deteriorated progressively 
during the subsequent 100 seconds of exposure. The sample test 
area was strung with intact solid material after the test was 
halted. 
2 
(b) Test 28 - Incident flux of 3^,000 Btu/hr-ft . Gradual 
fabric melting with no ignition. Fabric melting began immediately 
after exposure. Fabric degradiation ceased after ^3 seconds leaving 
a spider web grid over the exposure circle . The test was terminated 
after 60 seconds. 
25 
(c) Test 29 - Incident flux of 1+7,300 Btu/hr-ft . Gradual 
fabric melting with a terminal flame. Fabric melting began immediately 
after start of exposure and progressed continually until a small 
flame at +̂6.2 seconds destroyed all fabric remaining in the exposure 
area. The test was terminated after 60 seconds. 
(d) Text 30 - Incident flux of 62,300 Btu/hr-ft . Rapid 
fabric melting followed by a small flame. Melting began after less 
than a second of exposure and continued until flame at 11.2 seconds 
destroyed all fabric left within the exposure area. The test was 
terminated at 18 seconds. 
(e) Test 3^ - Incident flux of 72,700 Btu/hr-ft . Rapid 
melting began after only Q,k seconds exposure. A terminal flame 
occurred at 7-2 seconds and destroyed all exposed material within 
the next k seconds. The test was terminated after 15 seconds. 
3.3.6 Test of GIRCFF Fabric No. 12 
GIRCFF Fabric No. 12 is a white tricot, material weight 8.91 
2 
mg/cm , woven from 100 per cent mylon. In all tests of this cloth, 
ignition never occurred. All exposed material melted completely in 
each test. 
(a) Test 3A - Incident flux of 23,900 Btu/hr-ft2. After in-
itiation of exposure, melting began at 6.0 seconds. Molten matter 
drained down from the exposure area for the next 6 seconds at which 
time no fabric material remained within the irradiated circle. 
(b) Test 31 - Incident flux of 3^,000 Btu/hr-ft2. Fabric 
melting began after 3-9 seconds exposure, and was complete after 7-3 
seconds. 
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(c) Test 32 - Incident flux of ̂ 7,300 Btu/hr-ft2. All 
material within the exposure circle had melted after 5-2 seconds 
exposure. 
2 
(d) Test 33 - Incident flux of 62,300 Btu/hr-ft . All 
exposed material was melted away within 3.1 seconds. 
3.3-7 Test of BIRCFF Fabric No. 13 
This cloth is a white tricot woven from 100 per cent acetate 
weighing 9*̂ 0 mg/cm . Fabric No. 13 melted without ever igniting 
during any of the five tests . 
(a) Test 2A - Incident flux of 23,900 Btu/hr-ft . Fabric 
deterioration was characterized by progressive melting which was 
incomplete even after 112 seconds exposure. 
(b) Test 19 - Incident flux of 3^,000 Btu/hr-ft2. Fabric 
deterioration under heat exposure continued progressively at a 
diminishing rate for ^0 seconds without complete destruction. 
p 
(c) Test 20 - Incident flux of ^7,300 Btu/hr-ft . The 
exposed material was not completely destroyed even after ^0 seconds 
exposure. 
(d) Test 21 - Incident flux of 62,300 Btu/hr-ft2. In this 
test, complete destruction of the exposed material did occur. After 
exposure of only 13.2 seconds, no material remained in the exposure 
circle but was boiling in a pool at the bottom of the sample holder. 
(e) Test 39 - Incident flux of 72,700 Btu/hr-ft2. Test 
results were similar to Test 21 results except that complete fabric 
destruction had occurred after 9«^ seconds. 
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3.3-8 Test of GIRCFF Fabric No. 14 
This sample is white batiste material woven of 65 per cent 
polyester and 35 per cent cotton which weighs 8.55 mg/cm . In the 
2 
four tests at incident heat fluxes in excess of 30,000 Btu/hr-ft , a 
melting phase was followed by a terminal flame. At the lowest 
incident flux rate, ignition did not occur. 
2 
(a) Test 6A - Incident flux of 23,900 Btu/hr-ft . The 
polyester portion of the weave melted within 25 seconds, but the 
fine residual cotton grid withstood another 45 seconds of exposure 
without igniting. 
2 
(b) Test 22 - Incident flux of 3^,000 Btu/hr-ft . The 
melting portion of the fabric had flowed molten from the exposure 
area after 17.0 seconds. The remaining material, a fine grid of 
cotton, ignited 24 seconds later and was destroyed. 
2 
(c) Test 23 - Incident flux of 47,300 Btu/hr-ft . Again 
there was a melting phase followed by ignition. Melting was 
completed after 7«0 seconds, and ignition occurred after 11.4 seconds 
exposure. 
2 
(d) Test 24 - Incident flux of 62,300 Btu/hr-ft . All 
melting had been completed after 3,2 seconds exposure. The 
remaining material ignited and was destroyed at 5.8 seconds. 
2 
(e) Test 36 - Incident flux of 72,700 Btu/hr-ft . Melting 
was completed at 2.8 seconds. Ignition occurred at 4.8 seconds. 
3.3.9 Test of GIRCFF Fabric No. 18 
This cloth is a white cotton (100 per cent) flannel, the same 
28 
as is frequently used for night clothes. Fabric weight is 12.88 
p 
mg/cm . The fuzzy side of the material was oriented toward the 
radiant heater during the tests . Subsequent tests indicated that 
orientation is not a significant factor in determination of ignition 
time [h~\ . In all tests, the fabric initially charred and became 
discolored while smoking slightly. The eventual ignition occurred 
after the exposed material had become quite dark brown in color. 
Terminal flames destroyed the entire exposed area. 
3-3.10 Test of GIRCFF Fabric No. 19 
Fabric No. 19 is a white flannel material, 100 per cent cotton, 
treated with fire retarding compound. The material weight is 1^.8l 
mg/cm . Tests were conducted with fabric fuzz oriented toward the 
heat source. This fabric demonstrated more rapid ignition than any 
of the other nine tested materials. Flames broke out soon after 
exposure was begun, but flames died without burning through the 
primary weave of fabric. The burned areas were considerably thinner 
2 
than the unharmed material. At an incident flux of 72,700 Btu/hr-ft , 
Test 38, some degradation did occur under prolonged exposure; but 
additional flaming did not occur. Table A8 lists results from 
tests of this fabric. 
3.3.11 Tests of Room Stored Samples 
Subsequent to completion of the 50 tests described above, an 
additional six experiments were conducted on room stored cloth 
samples. Test irradiances from these terminal tests were 23,900 
(Btu/hr-ft ). The relative humidity of the room air was measured to 
29 
be 55 - 60 per cent. These experiments included 5 tests of single 
fabric layers and another single test of a two-layer sample. 
(a) Test 11A - Fabric 19. The cloth browned, then ignited 
after 11.2 seconds exposure. 
(b) Test 12A - Fabric 5* Destruction occurred in the same 
sequence as was described for the "bone-dry" samples. Ignition 
was delayed until ^5 seconds exposure; however, that delay was the 
result of fabric tension. The sample was stretched more tightly 
than normal, and the fabric was more transparent than usual. 
(c) Test 13A - Fabric 5« Ignition after 2U.5 seconds. The 
shorter ignition time reflects the test effort to make the sample as 
relaxed as possible and yez remain plane . 
(d) Test 1̂-A - Fabric 5- Ignition after 29-7 seconds. The 
fabric tension was consistent with previous tests. The ignition 
time was less than a second later than was recorded for the "bone-dry" 
sample, Test 8A. 
(e) Test 15A. - Fabric 19. Front surface ignition in 9*8 
seconds. A blackened grid of intact material remained after the 
flames died and throughout the remaining period of exposure . 
(f) Test l6A - Fabric 5- A description of this test with 
two layers of material is included in section 6.3 .2. 
The follow-on tests demonstrated that moist samples ignite 
somewhat later than "bone-dry" samples removed from the desiccators 
just prior to testing. The variation between ignition times was 
caused, probably, by differences in fabric tension or by variations 
30 
in the weaves of the samples. 
3.1+ Test Results 
The following graphs, Figures 7 through 9? were plotted from 
tables in Appendix A and present the test data in terms of intensity 
of incident radiant heat flux versus time to ignition, melting, or 
destruction. No corrections have been applied to account for 
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FABRIC IGNITION ANALYSIS 
k.1 Introduction 
Results from the Ignition Time Tests are discussed in the 
previous chapter. Those data are from tests of single layers of 
fabric oriented with the fabric perpendicular* to incident heat flux. 
For that orientation, the data represent the quickest ignition (or 
melting) time possible for each of the tested cloths. 
If the test situation could be analyzed such that fabric 
ignition can be predicted by the solution of a differential equation^ 
the need for additional ignition time tests could be reduced to 
proof of the analytical method. Fabric physical and thermal properties 
considered significant for such analysis include: 
(1) Thermal conductivity, k, 
(2) Specific heat, C. , 
(3) Density, p, 
(k) Fabric thickness, 6, 
(5) Fabric reflectivity, p , 
(6) A fabric ignition criterion such as ignition 
temperature, T.. 
* The situation where an edge of a fabric is heated, i.e., heat 
input parallel to the plane of cloth, shall not be considered. 
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Alvares et al. [65], Patten [66], and Simms [69] have suggested 
that thin cellulostic materials will ignite spontaneously when any 
point on the fabric surface attains some characteristic ignition 
temperature, T. . Wulf.f, Zuber et al. [1-4], likewise, have assumed 
the ignition temperature criterion valid for all igniting cloths. 
For melting fabrics, a characteristic melting temperature, T , is 
assumed attained on the fabric front surface when "onset of melting" 
occurs. These assumptions also will be used for the present analysis. 
A literature survey by M. J. Kirkpatrick [1,4] reported the 
thermal properties of numerous fabrics and pointed out variations in 
the properties caused by use and treatment. While this survey has 
provided representative values for the thermal conductivities and 
specific heats of fabrics, accurate model verification is possible 
only with accurate property values measured for the test fabrics of 
interest. Material properties for the 10 tested fabrics, have been 
measured and reported by Wulff, Zuber et al. [3,4]. 
4.2 Fabric Ingition Model - Transient Conduction Through an Opaque Slab 
As suggested previously, fabric ignition analysis can be 
simplified to a determination of that time elapsed, during which a plane 
fabric is heated at constant rate, before the front face has reached 
"ignition temperature", The simplest possible model of the temperature-
time variation in a fabric would idealize the cloth as some finite 
thickness of a one-dimensional, semi-infinite, opaque, thermally 
isotropic conducting solid with constant properties . Radiant energy 
is absorbed at the slab front surface. Back-side boundary conditions, 
36 
side next to the skin, can be chosen to describe situations of skin 
contact with the cloth or of an air gap between the cloth and skin. 
1+.2.1 Model Definition 
The model is described by Figure 10. A constant heat flux, 
ql', is incident to the front face of a homogeneous opaque solid. A 
portion, p , of the incident energy is reflected. A semi-infinite 
body, skin, is located behind the cloth, separated by a thin air gap. 
Initially, the fabric, the air trapped between cloth and skin, 
and the skin surface are assumed to be at uniform temperature. This 
approximation neglects temperature differences of perhaps 15 - 20 F 
between skin surface and the fabric outside surface in a typical room 
temperature environment. However, this error represents no more than 
k per cent of the temperature increase expected for fabric melting 
or ignition. Conductive and radiative heat exchanges between the 
fabric front-face and adjacent air shall be neglected as insignificant 
when compared to incident flux intensities. 
The following differential equation is a simplification of the 
Fourier heat conduction equation for the situation of one-dimensional 
conduction through an isotropic material with constant thermal 
conductivity, constant specific heat, and constant density. 
B2T(x,t) = 1 BT(x,t) m 
72 a bt K±) 
bx 
a =• (k/pC ) = constant (2) 
q'-'(l-po) absorbed 











"onvective heat transfer 
coefficient, h, assumed constant 
Figure 10. Transient Conduction Fabric Ignition Model. CO 
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The front-face boundarv condition at x = 
W ^ - p0) = -
k ( I ) O) 
The back-face boundary condition at x = 6: 
"* (£) = h(T " Tso) W 
The initial condition: 
T(x,o) = T = T (5) 
v ' ' o so 
The solution for the case of heat loss from the slab back-face 
was completed and evaluated numerically by Newman and Green [67]• 
Their results are plotted in Figure 11 in terms of non-dimensional 
groups. Values for the fabric front-face, (x/6) = 0, and fabric 
back-face, (x/6) = 1, are plotted. 
lj-,2,2 Conduction Model Evaluation 
Model validity can be determined by comparing analytical pre-
dictions with experimental results . Plotting experimental data on 
the analytical curves will generate an obvious comparison. The model 
was predicated on the criterion of fabric ignition whenever the fabric 
front face attains "ignition temperature". This simplification 
suggests that analysis at (x/6) = 0, only, need be considered in 
making the comparison between theory and experiment. 
Four ie r Number, F = (a t /6 
2-




The ignition time test data* can be reduced readily to a 
dimensionless form by applying fabric thermophysical properties . 
The appropriate front-face temperature response curve can be deter-
mined by a realistic evaluation of the boundary condition parameter 
(h6/k). 
For the ignition time test conditions, the convective film 
coefficient, h, should lie between 1 and 10 (Btu/hr-ft - °F). 
Using values of k and 6 for the tested fabrics [k~\, 
0 < (h&/k) < 1 
The front face temperature response curves for (h6/k) = 0 and 
(h&/k) = 1 are plotted together with data from the ignition time 
tests in Figure 12. 
It is apparent that analytical predictions with the simple 
conduction model on a front-face "ignition temperature" criterion, 
do not agree well at all with experimental results. The model 
predicts fabric ignition typically an order of magnitude quicker 
than measured during the tests . 
Several possible reasons for this difference between theory and 
experiment are discussed below: 
(l) change in fa,bric thermal properties with temperature 
* Ignition time data for Fabrics 5? 8, 19, and 19 have been reduced and 
plotted with the temperature response curves in Figure 12, using 







Fourier Number, F = (Q't/6 ) 




(2) neglect of radiative dissipation, 
(3) significant fabric transparency so that absorbed energy 
(which causes temperature increases) is considerably less than the 
net energy entering the fabric front face, and 
(h) neglect of pre-ignition endothermic reactions. 
Discrepancies arising from variation in the thermal properties 
k, p, and C are thought to be small [67]. Radiative dissipation 
at the fabric front-face is not thought to be large, no greater than 
the convective losses. 
The neglect of fabric transmittance is a very significant 
omission in the conduction model. The ignition time measurements 
recorded transmittances ranging from O.lU to 0.27. Optical 
transmittances for the same fabrics were measured and reported by 
Wulff, Zuber et al. [4] in the range of 0.19 to 0.1+3 • Fabric 
reflectances were reported by Wulff, Zuber et al. in the range 0.397 
to 0.602. These values are consistent with the experimental results 
of Dunkle et al. [61+] for fabrics irradiated with short wave length 
energy. 
On a basis of comparison with experiment, the simple con-
duction model of fabric ignition must be discarded as insufficiently 
accurate. Measured magnitudes of transmitted flux prompt con-
sideration of the more complex diathermanous model. In such model, 
fabric transmittance will be included by assuming that radiative 
heat flux within an irradiated fabric varies in accordance with the 
Beer-Lambert Law. 
3̂ 
k.3 Fabric Ignition Model - Radiant Energy Transmission 
Through a Semi-Transparent Slab 
A more natural but somewhat more complex model treats igniting 
fabrics as semitransparent, thin, diathermic solids. Bates and Monahan 
[50] were among the first to suggest that a diathermic model might des-
cribe the fabric temperature response to heat inputs. Transmitted energy, 
recorded during the experiments, varied between 15 and 27 per cent of the 
net incident energy. 
1+.3.1 Diathermanous Model Definition 
The system considered in this analysis is shown schematically in 
Figure 13 and consists of three separate sections, l) a thin fabric, 
idealized as a semitransparent slab, 2) the skin, and 3) an air gap which 
separates skin and cloth. Fabric ignition will be assumed to occur when-
ever some "ignition temperature", characteristic of the cloth in question, 
has been reached at the fabric front surface. 
The model derivation below, reported by Wulff, Zuber et al. [2] 
and by Kalekar and Kung [6], is based on these following assumptions and 
approximations: 
a) One-dimensional heat flow 
b) Constant fabric thermal and optical properties throughout the 
duration of any thermal exposure incident. 
c) Fabric idealized as a semi-transparent, energy absorbing and 
scattering material. 
























I W - (%') (l-p0) exp (-KX) (1) 
where 
H = flux incident to fabric front face 
n = fabric reflectance Mo 
K = extinction coefficient 
e) Effects of pre-ignition chemical kinetics negligible. 
f) Convection effects on both faces of the fabric negligible. 
g) Skin, air and fabric initially in thermal equilibrium. 
h) Air assiirned perfectly transparent with constant thermal pro-
perties . 
i) Skin approximated as a homogeneous, semi-infinite, opaque 
solid with invarient thermal and optical properties. 
Applying these eight assumptions, the energy equations for each 
sub-system may be written. 
For the fabric: 
PC (§) = k (*TD + ̂  K(1"Po) exP (-**> & 
For the air gap region: 
PaCa (w) = ka (~J) (3) 
This approximation shall be used in a subsequent modelling analysis of 
the temperature response of irradiated skin. 
k6 
For the skin; 
/S2T 
m - -s M ™ 
> C s s \ o . 
0 b* 
Boundary conditions between the system components would be coupled; but 
the coupling effects, convective heat transfer on the fabric boundaries, 
are negligible when compared with ignition time test radiant heat inten-
sities, both incident to the fabric front-face and transmitted at the 
back-face. Comparing fabric front-face temperatures with heater element 
temperatures, radiant emissions by the fabric are neg ligible [6]. At 
the skin surface, conductive heat exchanges between air and skin would 
be negligibly small in comparison the transmitted radiant energy. 
The resulting simplified boundary conditions are uncoupled between 
the different components of the system. 
at x = o, §; 
at x = x , 
s' 
^ = 0 (5) 
Ox 
kg M ) = qj (1 - pc) exp (-K8) (6) 
and for x -> oo, 
T(»,t) = T Q (7) 
The initial condition, 
7̂ 
T(x,o) = T Q (8) 
In order to develop a more usable solution, the modelling equations 
will be reduced to dimensionless form by incorporating the following non-
dimensional groups, previously applied by Wulff, Zuber et al. [2]. 
Q = (T - T )/T normalized temperature 
o 
F = (at/6 ) Fourier Number 
y 
I = q" (l - p ) 8A T non-dimensional heat flux rati< 
X = (x/§) relative position 
Bi = (h§/k) = Biot Number 
Installing these relationships into the governing equations and boundary 
conditions for the fabric, 
$ - ^>+ zo * * e x * (-«*> ( 9 ) 
6X 
«S*V - o >=° 
{(*,) . } • " Ml 
L bx 7x = I } 
e(»,F) = o (12) 
(x*, o) = o (13) 
The energy incident to the skin, 
T ) & V _ Y*} - - < - <-"*> <*> 'fcX y X = X 
s 
8̂ 
These equations and relationships can be solved by Fourier transformation 
techniques. 
A finite cosine Fourier transformation leads to a solution for the 
transient temperature variation across the fabric. For the particular 
case of no conduction into the fabric front-face, the solution, as reported 
by Wulff, Zuber et al. [2], is: 
6 (X*,F) = I* F [ ! ' exP (-**)] + 
2 l i ^ f < ^ " (-̂  « C-K*)l { X - SB ^ £ ) } cos (nnX*) 
n=l 1 + [55] 
The first term in this equation represents the mean temperature rise within 
the fabric. The infinite series accounts for variation across the fabric 
thickness. 
Equation (15) was evaluated by a short FORTRAN computer program 
-X -X-
for O.ho < I < 8.00 and for 0.20 < K < 0.35- These values cover the 
-x 
ignition time test conditions. The results for K = 0.23, 0.29, and 
0.35 were plotted in Figure l4 as representative of the test ranges. 
U.3.2 Diathermanous Model Evaluation 
The diathermic model predicts to almost constant temperature 
across the fabric thickness for the case of thin cloths. Figure I1! and 
Figure 15 present fabric front-face and back-face temperature response 
-X- -X-
for I =0.60 and I =5.00, respectively. As shown in the plots, for 
-x 
optical thickness no greater than in the ten tested fabrics, 0.20 < K 
< 0.35> front and back surface temperatures are almost identical. 
^9 
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Figure 1^. Temperature Response of Fabric Front Face 
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The temperature uniformity indicates that with an ignition temper-
ature criterion, fabric ignition would occur throughout the fabric thick-
ness virtually simultaneously. Any region in a combusting fabric not 
ignited spontaneously would undergo pilot ignition. For the case of 
melting cloths, if fabric composition be absolutely invarient, then melt-
ing would begin at the fabric front face. However, the time difference 
between onset of front-face melting and onset of back-face melting would 
be negligible. 
The analytical predictions of ignition time and time to onset of 
melting are plotted in Figure 17 and Figure 18 for Fabrics 2, 55 8? 13? 
18 and 19 along with the experimental results. These fabrics exhibit 
better correlation between analytical predictions and experimental results 
than do the remaining four. For each of these fabrics except the fire 
retardant flannel (Fabric 19)? predicted ignition (or melting) times are 
less than the measured. Results for the unplotted fabrics are also con-
servative. 
Model predictions approach experimental results as higher heating 
rates are imposed. One reason that the model becomes more accurate at 
greater heating rates is that the assumption of negligible convenction 
becomes more accurate [^]. Temperature uniformity across the fabrics 
indicates that an assumption of negligible convection must be applied at 
both faces. In the original assumption, the front-face convection was 
neglected because the ratio of convective heat loss, H, on fabric front-
face to the incident heat flux, q.!', was assumed to be negligible. How-
ever, due to temperature uniformity, the neglected convection is almost 
double the anticipated value. Natural convection heat losses, H ~ 2(T-T ), 
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at the anticipated maximum surface temperatures would range from 800 to 
1200 (Btu/hr-ft ). For the lower test heating rates, total losses by 
free convection could approach 10 per cent of the indicent heat. At the 
higher heating rates, however, the assumption of negligible convection 
is less inaccurate [55]• 
Values of optical properties inaccurate for the test conditions 
would reduce model accuracy. It was noted that fabric transmittances 
measured during this study were less than transmittances measured optically 
and reported by Wulff, Zuber et al. However, reducing fabric transmittance 
with constant reflectance would increase the energy absorbed by the fabric. 
Increased absorption would cause quicker Ignition (or melting). 
Another effect not considered, which might delay ignition, is 
porous weave. The fabrics not plotted In Figure 17 or Figure 18 for 
comparison between theory and experiment, are woven like screen wire. 
The resulting transparency apparently is incorporated into the optical 
thickness and fabric transmittance. However, these fabrics are so 
antisotropic that the modelling assumption that they be diathermanous 
isotropic slabs is inaccurate. 
As evidenced by the evolution of combustible gases and smoke 
before ignition, ignition time depends strongly on pre-ignition chemical 
reactions. The Fabric Flammability program at Georgia Tech has continued 
development of more accurate fabric ignition models. The effects of pre-
ignition pyrolysis and free convection have been included in recent 
modelling efforts [̂ -]. 
k,h Conclusion 
Overall, the diathermanous slab model of the fabric ignition 
^ 
process is more accurate than the conducting opaque slab model. In all 
tested fabrics except the fire retardent flannel (Fabric Wo. 19)? the 
predictions were conservative, that is, predicted ignition sooner than 
actually occurred. Therefore, the analytical predictions could be applied 
to derive some sort of time to danger prediction which actually would be 
less than the real time to danger. 
The model conservatism was expected. Simplifications necessary 
to solve the mathematics were chosen consistent with engineering practice 
such that the model solution would yield the most unfavorable answer 
possible. The real situation, beyond doubt, would be more favorable. 
As shown in the comparison of theory and experiment, at low heat fluxes, 
the model becomes unreal!stically conservative. 
The rather extended period of exposure required to produce fabric 
ignition, during which time underlying skin is being heated, brings up 
a curiosity about skin response to heating. Modelling the ignition of 
garment fabrics, divorced from the variables of clothing users, is a 
partial solution at best. The human factor must be considered before 
final judgements about the ignition of clothing can be made. It is con-
ceivable that a clothing wearer would never tolerate an exposure suffi-
ciently extended to permit his garments to ignite. These doubts encour-
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CHAPTER V 
BURN INJURY ANALYSIS 
^.1 Introduction 
Wulff, Zuber et al. [1 - k~\, and Kalelkar and Kung [6 - 8] have 
analyzed the fabric ignition process to determine the probability of 
danger. The assumption is that burn injury is contingent upon fabric 
ignition. Conversely. Stoll, Chianta, Munroe, and others [̂-3? 52, 53? 
59 - 63] have analyzed that measure of protection from heat sources 
provided a man by the woven fabrics he wears. This contrast in concern 
raises the fundamental question of whether or not a man exposed to a 
high energy heat source will be Injured because his garments ignite or 
because his clothes give insufficient protection to prevent skin damage 
prior to ignition. 
To explore this question of physiological danger, the nature of 
burn injury as well as human response to heat stimuli must be investi-
gated. This chapter includes a biological description of human skin and 
thermal damage to skin tissue, a thermal modelling analysis of skin as 
a semi-infinite conductor, and discussion of human reaction to noxious 
stimuli. This information is used then to develop the concept of degree 
of thermal protection provided by the typical fabrics tested in the 
present study. 
5-2 Biological Description of Skin Structure and Cutaneous Burn Injury 
Human skin can be described as the outer-most protective covering 
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of the body and comprises approximately 6 per cent of total body 
weight. Skin thickness varies from l/2 to 5 mm with a usual value 
of 1 or 2 mm [U3] • Without skin, the fluid environment of the body 
cell structure could no: be maintained. For the human, whenever as 
much as kO per cent of the skin has been destroyed, the life of the 
injured individual is in grave jeopardy [^3]• 
Before presenting a development of mathematical formulations by 
which to describe thermal injury and heat sensation, the biology of 
human skin is presented to form a basis for the necessary modeling 
assumptions. Figure 19 presents the nomenclature of human skin. 
5 .2.1 Skin Layers 
Of the two layers of human skin, the deeper fibrous layer is the 
dermis (or corium) while the superficial, cellular layer is termed 
epidermis. The dermis includes both elastic and non-elastic fibers. 
Elastic fibers produce skin pliability and provide skin resistance to 
deformation. Adjacent to the epidermis, the dermis is grossly 
irregular and generally corrugated. The epidermis conforms in outline 
to those dermal corrugations (papillae), and resulting ridges, in the 
hands, for example, increase grasping efficiency while forming the 
surface ridges known as finger points. Dermal cells become pro-
gressively less densely packed in the deeper regions, and no clear 
cut line of demarcation separates the dermis from the loose internal 
fatty tissue. 
5.2.2 Nails and Hairs 
These elements differ considerably from the dermis and epi-
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Tubular Sweat Gland 
hair Follicle 
Oil Gland 
Figure 19- Schematic Drawing of human Skin Structure. 
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dermis but are developments from skin tissue. While nails provide 
protection for the sensitive digital tips, hairs form part of the 
sensory perception mechanism. 
Hairs begin as tubular down-growths of the skin layers. These 
down-growths reach past the dermis into underlying tissue to form hair 
follicles. From the follicles, lairs grow outward past the skin 
surface. At the bottom of each follicle, numerous sensory nerve fibers 
are terminated. Hair growth patterns vary considerably between the 
sexes and between individuals of the same sex. Different types of 
hair, course, fine or intermediate, cover all portions of the body 
except soles of the feet, palms of the hands, and moist mucus 
membraneous regions of the body such as lips. Hair color is determined 
by the amount of the pigment, melanin, in the follicles [12]. 
5.2.3 Oil and Sweat Glands 
Above the hair follicles, closer to the skin surface and 
adjacent to each hair shaft, oil glands (sabaceous glands) lie in 
the dermis to provide oils for skin and hair. Tubular sweat glands 
also are situated in the skin structure. These glands are highly 
coiled delicate tubes lying deeper in the dermis than the oil 
glands. Long sweat ducts extend to the skin surface along 
irregular courses. Sweat glands are distributed all over the entire 
body skin, but are particularly large and numerous in groin and 
underarm areas. Sweating is an important aid to the lungs and 
kidneys in the elimination of excess quantities of water and salts 
[12]# The processes of sweating also are a vital function in the 
6l 
regulation of internal body temperature. 
5.2.h Fluid Flow Networks Within Skin 
Blood vessels in skin terminate in the dermis such that the 
epidermis is essentially avascular [̂ 2] . Arteries are located in 
the under skin fatty tissues; and, from those arteries, two networks 
of arterioles are formed. The first network lies in the deepest 
sections of the dermis, the other just below the papillae which form 
that irregular junction between dermis and epidermis. From that 
second arteriole network, capillaries connect to the papillae forming 
the outermost vascular tissue layers [12]. 
Arterioles are blood networks similar to the arteries* but 
which expand or contract to regulate the quantity of blood delivered 
to a capillary field [12]. This blood flow regulation is accomplished 
according to functional activity, tissue temperature, and sometimes 
emotional situations, for instance, blushing or the blanching of 
fear [12]. 
An average capillary is not much more than a millimeter in 
length with an internal diameter just large enough to permit passage 
of red blood cells in single file. Interchange between blood plasma 
and tissue fluids is accomplished such that blood emerging from a 
capillary network has delivered oxygen and nutriments to the cells 
and picked up carbon dioxide and waste products [12]. 
Another profuse network in the dermis is formed by lymphatic 
vessels . These dermal networks drain into larger and deeper lympth 
* Arteries are passive in nature. Arterial expansion or contraction is 
a function of blood pressure and artery elasticity. 
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vessels (lymphatics) which are situated in sub-skin strata of fatty 
tissue and muscle [12] . Lympth is that colorless fluid drained from 
the tissue by lympth capillaries forming an alternative pathway for the 
return of tissue fluid to the blood stream. 
5.2.1? Cutaneous Sensory System 
The cutaneous nerves end in both skin layers and are particular-
ly numerous around hair follicles. Sensory nerves convey impulses 
toward the central nervous system, while the organs receiving 
stimuli are the sensory receptors [10]. Stimuli received from outside 
the body are received by special and elaborate automical structures. 
The body can sense stimuli which are perceived as smell, sight, 
hearing, taste, touch, temperature, and pain [12]. For the stimulus 
pain, no special end-organs are required since the nakes ends of 
nerve fibers themselves can receive adequate stimulus directly [28]. 
The other stimuli require very special end-organs such as taste 
buds, eyes, etc. for reception. 
5.2.6 Sub-skin Structure 
Subcutaneous tissue, lying below the skin, is a loose tissue 
with widely varying fat cell content. The subcutaneous layer of fat, 
which is almost the rule among well nourished persons, is a storage 
depot which is consumed whenever food intake does not meet the needs 
of the individual. Generally, subcutaneous tissue is loose, but in 
some areas it is dense and tough to moor the skin to underlying bone 
and muscle [12]. 
5.2.7 Cutaneous Burn Injury 
Skin destruction by heating is a complex occurrence wherein 
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body protective mechanisms are overwhelmed by the incident heat. The 
terms first, second, third and fourth degree burns indicate progressive-
ly more severe thermal injury. 
Heating the skin at rates sufficient to raise sub-surface 
temperatures to levels considerably in excess of normal, leads to 
a series of local reactive changes . The severity of those changes 
is a function of the degree and duration of temperature elevation 
[29] • Changes that occur at some given depth below the surface of 
the exposed skin are determined by the severity of heating and by 
the nature of affected cell structure. 
The mildest forms of heat induced epidermal injury do not 
involve recognizable alternation to cell structure. Such injuries 
are reversible, and the time required for reverting to normal cell 
state increases with the time required for injury production [29]• 
The earliest visable evidence of thermal injury to the epidermis 
is redistribution of the cell fluid chromatin within cell nuclei 
coupled with a swelling of the epidermal cell nuclei. Further injury 
results in disintegration of protoplasm within the basal cells and 
swelling of nuclei throughout the epidermal thickness [29]• These 
alternations impair attachment of epidermis to dermis such that 
friction or even collection of edema fluids* can cause detachment and 
blisters. 
When a thermal exposure is sufficiently severe to cause a 
* Edema fluid is clear liquid resembling blood plasma which floods 
heat damaged tissue. The liquid in a skin blister is this fluid. 
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progressive rise in subsurface temperature, transepidermal coagulation 
will occur . When the epidermal temperature is increased rapidly to 
about 55 C (131 F), coagulative changes may even mask both nuclear 
swelling and protoplasm disintegration. Further increases in temper-
ature will produce progressive desiccation and, eventually, carbon-
ization of the epidermal cells. 
The first change in the dermis due to heating is a constriction 
of superficial blood vessels. Ordinarily, the constriction will be 
followed immediately by vasodilation.* Under extremely severe heating, 
though, the superficial vessels become permanently fixed in the 
initial constricted state. Vasodilation occurs only at deeper 
levels where temperature rise is less severe [29] . That vasodilation 
leads to increased vascular permeability, edema fluid collection, 
and the formation of blisters . 
Human skin sensitivity to pain, pressure, temperature and heat 
exposure is very consistent among all persons regardless of race, age 
or sex. In addition, the thermal properties of human skin are very 
nearly the same among all persons. These consistencies and similarities 
enhance the feasibility and accuracy of mathematically modeling the 
processes of skin response to hyperthermic episodes [32]. 
5.3 Thermal Models of Human Skin 
In the preceding section, a general biological description of 
human skin has been presented. Skin biological factors will be 
* Vasodilation is the involuntary expansion of arteriole networks to 
flood a tissue area with protective fluid. 
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applied to justify approximations required in the ensueing develop-
ments of thermal skin models. 
Human skin temperature response can be modeled by approximating 
the skin as a semi-infinite one-dimensional conducting body. Burn 
injury and pain perception are described in terms of protein destruction 
rate processes. Before defining any actual models, a discussion of the 
modelling parameters, thermal, and optical properties of skin, is 
appropriate. 
5.3-1 Thermal and Optical Properties of Human Skin 
Almost all thermal and optical properties of human skin are 
difficult to measure accurately and vary considerably with changes in 
the physiological and physchological states of the tested individual. 
However, repeated testing demonstrates that variations between in-
dividual human beings are probably less than variations between 
different positions on the sane human body [38, ̂ 1, h-2, h3, +̂5] • 
Accurate measurement of thermal or optical properties in living skin 
is a difficult process. Generally, the property values are drawn 
by inference from experiment. 
Thermal and sensory detectors within human skin are part of an 
efficient feedback control system which regulates the cutaneous blood 
flow system. The thermal properties of skin are adjusted by this 
involuntary skin sensor system and by voluntary cortex controls to 
protect the skin and the entire body from hazardous environments [^3]. 
Local cooling generates vasoconstriction, arteriole contraction, and 
consequently decreases blood flow to the skin. Conversely, local 
heating causes vasodilation, flooding the heated skin in an attempt 
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to inhibit skin temperature rise to injurious levels. Prolonged 
local heating also brings about sweating on the heated area and 
adjacent non-heated areas. More intense heating may stimulate the 
sensations of pain and cause reflex withdrawal of a limb or even the 
entire body [9, 11, ^3]• 
Thermal conductivity (k), density (p), and specific heat (C) are 
each affected severely by cutaneous blood flow. Generally, values 
stated in the literature for each of these thermal properties are 
derived from measurements of that product (kpC), termed the thermal 
inertia, and the thermal diffusivity (ot = k/pC ). 
-5 
The thermal inertia has been found to vary between 90 x 10 
and ^00 x 10 {(cal) /(cm) (sec)( C) } depending upon prevailing 
physiological, physical, and physchological conditions [38, k2~] .* 
During any heating incident, the thermal diffusivity of skin remains 
very nearly constant. Similar increases occur in both thermal con-
ductivity and heat capacity, with increased blood flooding [27,31?̂ -1, 
kk~] such that the ratio of these quantities is virtually constant. 
During incidents of high intensity, short duration hyperthermic 
episodes, the mechanisms of vasodilation and local tissue flooding 
do not have time to develop [38,̂ -0,̂ -1], and thermal diffusivity, 
therefore, is even more nearly invarient. 
-k 
Stoll [h2.~\ reports skin thermal diffusivity to be 7 x 10 
0 
(cm /sec). Values reported for the thermal conductivity, density and 
,"5 ™ nrt-5r/ ,N2 * Lipkin and Hardy [38] report (kpC) = 90 x 10"^ - 100 x 10~^{(cal) / 
(cm) (sec)(°C) ) for exposures less than 20 seconds. 
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specific heat of skin are 
k - (8.0) x 10 {cm_Seg_6cJ excised epidermis [57] 
k - 8.8 x 10"^j — ^ 
Lcm-sec-uC. 
dermis [42] 
C =0.8 \Z&\ excised 
p I gmJ l>3] 
[gm p = 1.20 -| s—~o"h excised 
cm 
[38] 
Human skin is very nearly a black body radiator [21]. Skin 
pigmentation has little or no bearing upon the magnitude of skin 
emissivity [22,23,31,32,46]. These qualities have permitted develop-
ment of various radiometric devices for the measurement of skin 
temperature, and for the mapping of the entire body surface by 
thermography [22,23,43,46,48,49]. Skin absorptivity has been found 
to be essentially invariant with pigmentation, and approximately 
equal to skin emissivity [4.1] . 
By restricting the analysis to cases of exposures sufficiently 
intense to induce tissue damage -within 40 seconds, a one-dimensional 
conduction model is an accurate approximation to human skin. Skin 
burn injury models can be developed on the basis of chemical rate 
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processes . Both techniques have generated models which agree with 
experimental physiological data [̂ -1,̂ ] . 
^.3.2 Skin Temperature Response to Intense Thermal Radiation 
In view of the complexity of human skin, a general solution to 
the temperature-time relationship for skin exposed to intense radiant 
heating is impossible. However, a first approximation to the temper-
ature history can be developed by imposing sufficient restrictions and 
approximations to permit solutions of the Fourier heat conduction 
equation: 
!-(k ^ + |-(k |^) + f-(k f£) - Pc (^) (1) 
Sxv x dx' 5y y Sy bzK z dz' H p St; v ; 
Imposed initial and boundary conditions must be consistent with a skin 
heating incident. 
The following assumptions and approximations reduce the above 
equation to tractable form: 
(1) Human skin is assumed to be a solid conducting body 
composed of thermally isotropic homogeneous material. This assumption 
is quite accurate in avascular regions where tissue structure is a 
monotonous repetition of similar cells. Hairs, sweat glands and 
oil glands break up the homogeniety where they are located; but, 
generally, non-homogeneous regions occupy a rather small portion of the 
total volume of material under consideration. 
(2) All thermophysical properties are assumed invariant with 
position and time. As discussed in the previous section, this approx-
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imation is accurate for short-term exposures to high heat fluxes. 
(3) The area exposed to heating is assumed sufficiently large 
that heat flow is one-dimensional. As discussed in the biological 
descriptions, skin is relatively thin. Therefore, the assumption 
that heat flow is normal to the surface is quite accurate. 
(k) Skin is assumed to be an opaque solid not penetrated by 
the incident radiation. According to Oppel and Hardy [l8], 90 per 
cent of far infrared radiation (X > 3^) absorbed by human skin is 
absorbed within 0.05 mm of the surface. Furthermore, skin will be 
considered a black body. The emissivity, e, of human skin at these 
wavelengths has been measured at O.989 ± 0.010 [21,23]. For shorter 
wavelengths (X < 3\i) , skin emissivity is only 0.25 with 50 per cent 
of the absorbed energy absorbed within 0.50 mm [18] . A "red hot" 
electric stove (T = 1000' K) emits in tne infrared (X > 2|j,) with most 
of the energy in the higher ranges (X > 3u.) [23] . 
(5) Skin surface is assumed to be at some initial temperature, 
T = T(0,0) 
so 
which exceeds the ambient temperature. Typical values of surface 
-,0 o 
temperature range from 2o C to 35 C for a normally clothed both in 
room temperature (23 - 26 C) environments [22,26,3^-^^3] • During a 
thermal exposure incident, the ambient temperature is assumed constant. 
Heat losses by the body to the environment by mechanisms other than 
convection are assumed negligibly small. In addition, during a skin 
heating episode, the convective heat transfer coefficient between the 
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skin and atmosphere will be assumed constant. 
(6) A linear temperature gradient is assumed to exist through 
the skin layers prior to onset of heat exposure. 
T(x .t) = T + vx 
t <. 0 
where: 
Y = constant 
This gradient is maintained by internal heat generation due to body 
metabolism. This heat is dissipated to the environment. 
(7) The heating incident is modeled as a step function input 
of radial energy beginning at zero time. 
dT(x,t) k d2T(x,t) 52T(x,t) 
St PC 2
 a ^ 2 
H p dx Sx 
Referring to Figure 20, the initial conditions are 
(2) 
TSQ - T (0,0) (3) 
H = h ( T - T ) = k | £ (10 
o x so o dx v J 
T(x,0) = T + yx (5) 
so 
Referring to Figure 21, the exposure conditions are 

















Note that the boundary condition at x -• o is ignored. 
Figure 20. Skin Temperature Response Analysis - Initial 
Conditions . 
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II + (l-e)q'.' 
1 
q i qV)(c) 
Constant Connective 
Heat Transfer Coefficient, h 
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Note that the boundary condition at x -> » is ignored. 
Figure 21. Skin Temperature Response Analysis - Exposure 
Conditions. 
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H = h(Ts - TJ > Ho (7) 
eqj - h(Ts - TJ + k[|] = 0 
X=0 
Applying methods of Laplace transformations [l6], equation (2) can 
be written: 
2 
sT(x,s) - T(x,o) = a d T ( ^ s ) (9) 
dx 
Introducing equation (5) into equation (9)* 
^ % ^ - (&) T(x,s) = - 1 (T + Y x ) (10) 
dx2 « a S° 
The complimentary solution is given oy: 
[T(x,s)Jc = C^xp g K T } + C2exP {- ̂ y^T j ( l l ) 
The steady state solution is: 
[T(x,s)l = ̂ ° + ̂  (12) 
ss s s 
And the general solution is then: 
T(x,s) = ̂ f£ + ffi + cxeXp {/ ̂  } + C2exp {-J *JL] (13) 
7̂  
Since 
Limit J"T(x,s)j = 0 
S -» co I J 
then 
c i = 0 
Evaluating T(x,s) at x = 0 
£qi 
C2 " IT {—1^ } 
k 
Equation (13) can be transformed directly back to the time plane by 
expressions given in Appendix 3 of Reference [l6]. The resulting 
rather cumbersome equation seldom is used in thermal radiation 
experiments . Instead;, the case of negligible convection is used 
(h/k = 0). Equation (13) thus can be simplified to: 
T
s o vx
 e q i r e x p f-5^3" } i T(X, B ) = - f£ + f. + - i [ m ] (no 
s ' 
The inverse transformation is now readily stated: 
?5 







At the skin surface (x = 0) this reduces to: 







This solution has been reported in several references. 
Numerous researchers have applied the result to evaluate the 
quantity (kpC ) of living skin. Others have published data demon-
strating the function describes skin surface temperature response 
with accuracy on the order of the accuracy of skin surface temperature 
measurement [38,5+1,5+2]. 
5.3»3 The Significance of Thermally Induced Rate Processes in the 
Causation of Epidermal Injury 
Numerous studies have demonstrated that epidermal injury 
results whenever the skin sustains sufficiently elevated temperatures 
over sufficiently extended time periods [27,28,29,5+3,52,53]. 
Henriques concluded that chemical rate processes, related to the 
denaturization of protein, produced the epidermal changes [30]. 
Development and evaluation of this chemical rate process analysis 
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require accurate knowledge of three parameters: 
(a) duration of exposure 
(b) tissue temperatures during the hyperthermic episode 
(c) the degree of injury sustained 
Skin temperatures can be estimated by computations with equations 
developed in the previous section using exposure intensity. The 
other parameters must be evaluated at the time of injury. According 
to Henriques [30] the following differential equation is applicable: 
dQ / N f -AE \ 
dT == (p) exp IR(T ? 273)J 
t 
where: 
Q, - an arbitrary epidermal injury function evaluated at the 
skin depth at which tissue temperature is T . 
p = constant of proportionality determined from experimental 
results (sec ). 
R = gas constant = I.986 (cal/mole - C). 
,0 V 
T = tissue temperature at some time, t ( C). 
AE = activation energy for the chemical reactions occurring 
during thermally induced tissue destruction (cal/mole). 
The injury function is given by: 
Q = [ * (p) exp {R(Tt + 273>} dt 
Jo L — m ' 
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The absolute temperature (T, + 273) during some burn injury incident 
will not vary significantly. For exposures of only several seconds, 
T would increase from 35 to perhaps 60 C, representing an absolute 
temperature change of only 8 per cent. Because the change is small, 
the temperature T can be approximated by an invarient value, T, the 
steady state temperature. Using this approximation, 
fR(Tt + 273), 
Q = (pt) exp.|- — J 
As demonstrated by Henriques and Moritz [27], the steady state temper-
ature of all epidermal layers is approximately equal to the skin 
surface temperature. Henriques defined the tissue damage function, 
Cl, to be 1 at the occurrence of complete transepidermal necrosis . 
For Q =1, with convective heating,* Henriques computed the following 
values: 
£E = 150,000 (cal/mole) 
p = 3.1 x 109 (sec"1) 
For these values of p and AF, Q - 0.53 was determined to be the 
maximum exposure possible without epidermal damage. 
Stoll and Greene [̂ -2] in a subsequent experimental study, 
* Convective heating was accomplished by exposing the skin to a con-
tinuous stream of hot water. 
using radiant heat inputs, found that lienriques'damage rate function 
for convective heating was inaccurate for radiant heating episodes. 
It was theorized that with radiant inputs, the temperature variation 
through the basal layers of skin was different from the case when 
energy was convected into the skin. With convective heating, a less 
severe temperature gradiant was predicted. In addition, Stoll and 
Greene noted that during high intensity heating less total heat* was 
required to produce equivalent damage than during lower intensity 
heating. This phenomenon probably arises from a decreasing effective-
ness of body protective mechanisms as heating intensity increases. 
Consequently, the Investigation concluded that the damage rate 
function, dQ/dt, is discontinuous. Figure 22 describes variation of 
dQ/dt with tissue temperature for both radiant and convective heat 
inputs. 
An alternate method of evaluating Q involves application of the 
plots in a finite difference technique: 
° - I (£).<*>i 
Values of (dQ/dt). can be read from the damage rate plots for each 
J 
average temperature, T , which occurs in the skin during the time 
J 
* Total heat absorbed by the skin = [' j ^ dt 
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Figure 22. Skin Tissue Damage Rate Versus Tissue Temperature. 
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period, (&t).. The skin tissue temperature can be computed from 
j 
equations developed in the previous section. 
Another aspect of tissue damage evaluation, not considered by 
Henriques, is the fact that significant percentages of total injury 
often occur after removal of the heat input while the tissue is cooling. 
For cases of higher tissue temperatures, as much as 35 per cent of 
total damage occurs during cooling [U2] . A temperature - time history 
for tissue cooling can be developed along the lines of the tissue 
heating analysis, and the finite difference method continued over the 
entire period of elevated tissue temperature. 
It is possible to damage the basal layers without the injured 
person feeling pain. This can occur whenever the basal layers of the 
epidermis are maintained at injurious levels while sensory nerve 
endings are maintained at sub-threshold levels. Sunburn is a common 
example of this phenomenon. In cases of heating rates sufficient 
to produce irreversible epidermal damage in time periods of less 
than 2 or 3 minutes, however, pain will precede damage [̂ -2,̂ 3?52] . 
5.3-^ Cutaneous Pain Sensation 
Numerous studies report that pain occurs during "slow" heating 
incidents when the skin surface temperature has been elevated to 
approximately ^5 C [3̂ -3 35,̂ -3] • Slow heating incidents describe the 
situation where the temperature at the dermis-epidermis boundary 
remains very nearly the same as the skin surface temperature. For 
cases of more intense heating with shorter exposure time, skin 
surface temperatures as high as ^9 C have been tolerated before pain 
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was reported [̂ 2,5̂ -]. These differences suggest that temperatures 
at some sub-surface position evoke pain sensation. 
In a study by Stoll and Greene [̂ -2], pain receptors* were 
located at sub-epidermal depths, on the order of 0.18 to 0.2U mm 
below the skin surface on the forearm. i'issue temperature of h-3.2 ± 
0.k C at those depths were reported to cause "pricking pain". Buettner 
[32] reported that tissue temperatures of ̂ +.8 ± 0.5 C at 0.10 mm 
below the skin surface produce "unbearable pain". Other studies 
[3^,35] conclude that during slow heating, surface and subsurface 
tissue down to depths of 0.2 '30 0.5 mm- achieve almost identical 
temperatures of roughly h1? C when "pain" occurs. An unsedated human, 
generally excluding paraplegics,** would become aware of his physio-
logical danger, made aware by sudden local "warmness", before pain 
would occur. Time to pain, therefore, is a conservative estimate of 
the time elapse between exposure and awareness. 
A number of references [̂ 4-2,̂ 5̂ 52] have published time to pain 
data for human subjects exposed to radiation. Figure 23 summarizes 
these data. The data were taken from experiments with humans sub-
* Pain receptors, as described by Stoll and Greene [̂ -2], are sensory 
organs located beneath the skin surface which when sufficiently 
stimulated evoke the sensation of pain to the nervous system. 
These organs are nerve fibers, and evoke pain sensations whenever 
elevated to sufficient temperature or whenever subjected to suffic-
ient pressure. 
** Hardy [̂-5] performed studies on a paraplegic female who, though 
paralyzed from spinal damage in her lower limbs, reacted for her 
safety whenever those paralyzed extremities were exposed to radiant 
energy. 
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jected to radiant heat incident to a small area of their bare skin. 
The tested individuals signaled when they felt pain. The time 
elapse between onset of exposure and report of pain was published as 
the time to pain for the test incident heat flux intensity. 
A theoretical estimate of "time to pain" for thermally 
irradiated skin can be computed from the skin temperature response 
functions derived previously in Section 5-3-2: 
•Ar T(x,t) - T - Yx = 2 S exn &B& - x erfc{^=} 
e ^ so V TT L x2j L2/r^J 
To evaluate time to pain, assume: 
T(x,t) = U-5 C when pain occurs 
T = 30°C so 
x = 0.2 mm 
Y = 1-1 (°C/mm) [>1] 
I, p 
a = 7 x 10 (cm /sec) [̂ 3] 
k = 8.8 x 10 (cal/cm - sec -°0) [57] 
e = O.989 [21] 
Table A10 is a comparison between "time to pain" as measured by Stoll 
and Greene [h2-~\ and predictions by the function above . Predicted 
times in all cases are shorter than the measured, but several factors 
combine to account for the difference. 
Small time elapses almost certainly exist between that instant 
when sufficient stimulus has occurred to cause pain and any report of 
8̂  
pain from the subject.* Increasing the thermal conductivity, k, of 
heated tissue will delay painful temperature levels. For example, 
increasing k from 8.8 x 10 to 12 x 10 [cal/(cm-sec- C)], for 
the case of skin irradiation at 0.20 [cal/cm - sec], will increase 
the time to pain prediction from 3-2 to 5-0 seconds. The measured 
time [̂-2] was 5-5 seconds. Although skin conductivity probably 
would not increase appreciably during such short duration exposures, 
the magnitude of k for living tissue, intact within the man, cannot 
be determined more accurately than the variation above. 
5.h Human Reaction Rates 
Previous sections have explored questions of "time to pain" 
and "time to burn injury" by modeling zhe process of tissue damage. 
Another crucial parameter to be analyzed is the time required for 
a person to remove himself from danger once perceived. This time 
parameter will be termed the "reaction time". 
Human reaction time involves two components; the time elapse 
between danger perception*-*and onset of movement, constitutes a 
small portion of the total, Time required for displacement of an 
endangered member or of the entire body forms the major part. 
* To report pain, the subject must perform a controlled action, either 
speaking or somehow otherwise signaling. 
** Danger perception is conservatively defined as that instant of pain 
sensation. Normally, a period of unusual local "warmness" would 
preceed the sensation of pain. 
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5.^.1 Time Elapse Before Onset of Movement 
Reaction to noxious stimuli can involve either a voluntary action 
or an involuntary reflex [10]. Voluntary actions require employing the 
brain to control the motion. Reflex movements are involuntary muscle 
contractions initiated at nerve centers in the spinal chord before the 
brain can be notified. [11]. 
Fearing [9] describes reflex actions as being: 
(1) involuntary 
(2) unlearned 
(3) predictable and uniform 
(k) not conditioned by consciousness 
(5) for a protective purpose 
(6) involving the synaptic nervous system 
(7) usually not involving the cerebral cortex 
(8) much more rapid than voluntary actions. 
The reflex actions are further described as being invariable and "mach-
ine-like", and follow a specific set of occurrences. According to 
Fearing [10], some stimulus will fall on some one or other nervous 
receptor and cause a nervous impulse. This nervous impulse is trans-
mitted along nerve fibers to the central nervous system; here, on 
account of existing nervous connections, it gives rise to a fresh 
impulse. That secondary impulse passes along outgoing nerve fibers to 
This system involves a receptor for the stimulant, a conductor toward 
an inner nerve center, an effector (some body organ that becomes active 
upon stimulation), and an efferent conductor which conveys the "action" 
impulse back to those body organs which must react. 
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the active organ, where it excites a special activity in the cellular 
structures. 
The time required for these activities to occur is quite short; 
reflex actions are initiated generally within 0.032 seconds and in many 
cases as quickly as 0.010 seconds for so-called "normal" subjects [10]. 
Reflex rate studies for unhealthy or aged persons are limited, but 
research with starved subjects has demonstrated considerable slow-down 
from results obtained during healthy periods with the same subjects [58]. 
Voluntary actions are guided by mental thought processes and 
usually require precise muscle control to effect complex motions. For 
even simple motions, Fearing [10] reports that voluntary actions in 
normal subjects require 0.225 seconds, or about 10 to 20 times as long 
as a reflex reaction. With elderly and unhealthy persons, the possi-
bility of impaired muscle control must be recognized. 
Restricting the consideration to normal subjects, reaction for 
protection should begin within 0.25 seconds of danger perception. As 
pointed out previously, this is a conservative estimate for "normal" 
persons, but uncertain when considering physically and mentally sub-
standard persons. 
5.k.2 Time of Motion 
After becoming cognizant of his danger, a person must displace 
his endangered member or even his entire body to achieve safety. Brozek 
et al. [58] report that a "normal" person can move his arms through a 
-̂5° rotation within 0.117 seconds. The same persons can rotate their 
legs about the hip ̂ +5° within 0.122 seconds. Translation of the entire 
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body requires more time; but, within 0-50 seconds, the total body can 
be moved several inches. 
-x-
Tests with persons having withered members demonstrate that as 
much as three times normal time is required for identical limb movement 
[58]. Grossly incapacitated persons probably would be helpless to 
respond for safety. Such extreme situation, however, is impossible to 
evaluate properly or completely, and a conservative estimate of the 
usual situation shall be applied. 
5.*K3 Total Time of Reaction 
Summing the two components of response time provides an estimate 
of the lag between danger perception and safety. A conservative esti-
mate of the time required would be 0.75 seconds for the "normal" human. 
To analyze the situation of bare skin exposed to specified heat 
fluxes, the following examples have been selected: 
(a) Heat Flux incident to skin = 14 s000 (Btu/hr-ft ) 
From Figure 23, 
time to pain =0.2 seconds 
And time to safety =0.2+0.75 
=0.95 seconds 
but time to blister =1.5 seconds 
2 
(b) Flux incident to skin = 6000 (Btu/hr-ft ) 
time to pain =0.6 seconds 
And time to safety =0.6+0.75 =5 I.35 seconds 
_ 
The cited tests involved patients who had just been removed from limb 
casts or who had permanent disability. 
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but time to blister == *4-«5 seconds 
In both examples, the individual probably could save himself from burn 
injury. Figure 2h presents a comparison of "time to safety" with physio-
logical data on "time to pain" and "time to blister." 
As even higher skin heating rates are encountered, the time avail-
able for removing an endangered member becomes less. A person who en-
counters heating rates near maximum household values, probably could 
not prevent injury. As shown by Figure 2h, an encounter with heat 
sources capable of causing blistering in less than 0.75 seconds would 
probably result in a skin burn. 
5.5 Conclusion 
This chapter describes "normal" human physiological response to 
heat inputs. The fact that skin burns occur from time to time in every 
household illustrates that skin can be damaged from common heat sources 
before the victim has moved to protect himself. 
The use of fabrics for thermal protection is a primary reason 
that even more burn injuries do not occur. Hot pads in every kitchen 
are used to protect the hands of the cook. A shirt sleeve will prevent 
skin burns should a covered arm brush some hot object. This concept of 
thermal protection provided by fabrics will be explored in the following 
chapter. 
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THERMAL PROTECTION OF CLOTHING 
6.1 Literature Survey on Thermal Protection Studies 
Apart from modesty or appearance considerations, man "wears cloth-
ing for protection against the harshness of his environment. Normally, 
one would think of protection against cold, but protection against heat 
and solar radiation (sunburn) are also important. 
In addition to providing protection from natural phenomena, cloth-
ing often prevents thermal damage to skin by insulating it from direct 
contact with hot objects or by shielding the skin from significant 
fractions of incident radiant heat. This benefit of clothing use is 
termed "thermal protection of clothing." 
The mechanisms for protection are reflection of energy off the 
front surfaces of a fabric and heat absorbtion with an associated temp-
erature rise in the cloth. Diverse factors, including material, weave, 
color, finish, thickness and cleanliness, determine the effectiveness 
of any particular garment in protecting the wearer. 
Most studies on the thermal protection of fabrics have been spon-
sored by the military in development of safer flight suits. Pilots 
occasionally must run to safety through fuel fire conflagration to 
escape burning aircraft, relying on fabric flight suits for burn pro-
tection. Many studies have been published describing investigations 
of the thermal protection provided by various fabrics and fabric combin-
ations [52, 53, 59 - 63]. The studies have speeded development of many 
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garments for special application. For example, suits for race car 
drivers are made from fabrics which afford significant thermal protec-
tion and which also are fire retardant. Clothing worn in steel mills 
normally is made to shield the worker from most of the Incident heat. 
The majority of studies on thermal protection under military 
sponsorship involve experimental measurements to determine whether or 
not a man wearing some clothing combination is Sufficiently protected 
to escape an aircraft crash fire situation [52, 53? ^0 - 62]. Numerous 
tests have been run where a mannequin with a neoprene skin simulant and 
clothed by various flight suit garments, -was pulled through a raging 
fuel fire at man's running rate. Temperature sensors at various points 
on the dummy determined whether or not the skin simulant reached burn 
injury temperature during the exposure. Companion studies have compared 
the ratio of energy measured at the surface of a layer of fabrics to 
the energy measured behind the layer for various multiple layers of 
clothing. 
An especially interesting study by Stoll [59] Involved evaluation 
of a thermal protection index (T.P.I.) for certain types of cloth. In 
that study, anesthetized and depilated albino rats were placed behind 
fabric samples and subjected to rectangular pulses of radiant energy. 
A thermal protection index was quantized as the ratio of time to skin 
burn while the rat was shielded by a layer of fabric to the time to 
burn when it was not protected. The indices were evaluated only for 
2 2 
an incident heat flux of 0.30 cal/cm -sec (3980 Btu/hr - ft ). Probably, 
this thermal protection index would vary with different heating rates, 
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but her study did not include that factor. 
The E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company has invested consider-
able research into developing clothing which will afford thermal pro-
tection [63]. The du Pont research organization has defined a protec-
tive index, P. I., to be a ratio of energy blocked out by a cloth to 
the net incident energy. From the definition of fabric transmittance, 
To> 
P. 1. = (1 - T ) 
That company research found protective indices using two-layer combin-
ation of nylon and flame retardant cotton ranging from 0.68 to 0.91 for 
radiant incident heat [633.. 
Dussan and Weiner [68] have studied thermal protection from con-
ductive heat inputs afforded by garment fabrics. The fabric was treated 
as a low thermal conductivity insulator in an analytical study. 
Consideration of clothing as a physical hazard due to probability 
of ignition conflicts with use for thermal protection. The difference 
arises whenever clothes absorb sufficient energy that fabric ignition 
is impending. Determination of the probability of fabric ignition 
(and consequent burn injury caused by the flames) for some given exposure 
condition, must include evaluation of shielding effects and physiolog-
ical response. Integrated evaluation of these parameters along with 
fabric ignition data should point toward a realistic determination of 
the probability of burn injury. 
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6.2 Thermal Protection Model and Application to Present Data 
To describe the protection to covered skin afforded by a layer 
of cloth, fabric will be modeled as an inert, semi-opaque solid which 
absorbs and reflects a portion of the net incident energy. Figure 25 
depicts details of the model. During a heating incident, the cloth will 
sustain a temperature rise, but not itself become a hazard by igniting 
and burning. 
The heat felt by a clothed body is only a portion of the total 
energy incident to the covering fabric. 
K'Wn = <To> K U 
T = fabric transmittance < 1 
o 
Fabric transmittances were determined from flux meter outputs; refer to 
Appendix B. The transmittances will be assumed constant throughout an 
exposure period. Although this assumption does not agree precisely 
with experiment, the error is small and probably no greater than incon-
sistencies in the physiology of man. 
The ten fabrics used in this study are all light colored and 
highly reflective, promoting rather low transmittances. Lower reflec-
tances and possibly greater transmittances would be expected for dark 
colored cloths. In addition, if the fabrics be woven more tightly, 







Figure 25. Thermal Protection Model. 
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Another important factor in evaluating fabric transmittances is 
wavelength of the incident energy. Dunkle, Ehrenburg and Gier [64] have 
published data on fabric reflectances for various -wavelengths of inci-
dent light. The reflectances of closely "woven cloth, for example, varied 
between 0.05 and- 0-52. The value of 0.10 is fairly accurate with far 
infrared wavelengths (\ > 7\i) • 
Fabric transmittances reported by Wulff, Zuber et al. [4] were 
determined by optical measurements with incident light in the short wave-
length range, 0.6|_t to 2.5p,- The ignition time test measurements of fabric 
transmittances do not include evaluation of the incident energy wave-
lengths . 
Information on transmittances of fabrics as functions of wave-
length does not seem available. For this reason, transmittances measured 
during the ignition time tests are applied in solutions with the thermal 
protection model. 
6.3 Thermal Protection From Ignition Time Tested Fabrics 
The ten tested fabrics include cottons, mixtures of cotton and 
synthetics, and wholly synthetic fibers. The ten fabric group, as shown 
by the ignition time tests themselves, can present risks of melt drop 
hazard as well as danger of fabric ignition. 
Generally, thermal protection is a pre-ignition or pre-melting 
(only) benefit of clothing use, and with Ignition, a garment becomes a 
Stoll [59] discusses melt drop hazard as a difficult problem with 
synthetic flight suits. The fabric material will become molten with 
heat exposure and drops of liquid will drop onto underlying skin and 
cause contaminated burns. 
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grave hazard to the wearer. Previous fabric ignition analyses "were 
computation of the most rapid possible ignition. By developing such 
predictions of fabric ignition time, the minimum time to danger has 
been evaluated. In-use fabrics would become a hazard later than sug-
gested by these predictions. 
6.3-1 Definition of Time to Danger 
The time elapse from onset of exposure until that instant when 
the fabric becomes a hazard to the user is termed time to danger. For 
a fabric which ignites and burns, time to danger is the ignition time. 
A definition of time to danger for a melting fabric, one which never 
ignites, is not so precise. 
Generally, during the ignition time tests, melting fabrics would 
first melt rapidly, then melt slowly until complete destruction (if that 
ever occurred). A definition of time to danger for the melting fabric 
was selected to reflect Stoll's description of melt drop hazard [59]-
Time to danger, melting fabrics, is the time elapse from onset of fabric 
exposure until that time halfway between onset of rapid melting and the 
beginning of slow melting. The wearer hazard is envisioned as molten 
material dropping onto the skin. The raw data presented in Appendix B 
will help clarify this definition. 
Fabric ignition time data from Alvares [15]? Bates and Monahan 
[50], and Welker et al. [51] are plotted in Figure 26 with data from 
this study in the format time to danger versus incident heat flux 
intensity. Figure 27 presents ignition time data from this study in a 
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the tested fabrics, at the maximum test heating rates, time to danger 
ranged between 2 and 5 seconds. For household heat flux intensities, 
the time to danger was varied between 7 and ^0 seconds or longer. 
6.3-2 Dangers of Excessive Thermal Protection 
When considering flammable clothing, the question of how much 
thermal protection is desirable becomes a real concern. Obviously, 
sufficient fabric can be worn to block virtually all energy from the 
skin. This situation, though, is not desirable. 
A person excessively clothed such that none of the energy inci-
dent to this clothing would reach his skin, might remain unaware of an 
exposure to dangerously intense heat until his clothes were aflame. 
This situation could render his clothing a grave hazard instead of a 
device for protection. 
During the ignition time tests, a single test with two layers of 
100 per cent T-shirt was performed. Two layers of cloth were mounted 
together and exposed at 23,900 Btu/hr-ft . That layer nearest the lamps 
ignited in l6.0 seconds, or in about two-thirds the single layer ignition 
time. The second layer ignited roughly 12 seconds later under continu-
ing exposure. The two layer combination blocked some 20 per cent more 
energy than did a single layer of material. The second layer ignition 
occurred several seconds later than did ignition of a single layer. 
When the concern is likelihood of burn injury from flaming gar-
ments, it is essential that time to safety , developed previously in 
Chapter IV, be less than fabric ignition time. In analyzing this pro-
blem, small values of transmittance would extend the time to safety 
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by delaying the sensation of pain. 
6.h Likelihood of Barn Injury Caused by Thermal Reaction 
of an Ignition Time Tested Fabric 
Time to danger can be applied In conjunction with physiological 
data to predict burn injury probabilities. The investigation resolves 
to a determination of whether or not some normal person exposed to 
radiant heat, over body areas covered by a single layer of fabric, will 
be injured by thermal reaction of the garment itself before he can move 
for safety. If time to safety, defined previously, exceeds time to 
danger, the individual will be in jeopardy of burn injury form his 
clothing. 
Figure 27 presents the Information time to danger plotted versus 
the measured intensity of transmitted heat flux for each of the ten 
tested fabrics. By assuming that the measured transmitted flux is the 
flux incident to the skin, a composite description of time to danger and 
time to safety can be plotted for various exposure Incidents. This in-
formation is presented in Figure 28. 
It is interesting to note that for transmitted fluxes less than 
o 
10,000 (Btu/hr-ft ), the t ime to safety is considerably less than 
time to danger . Since a net incident flux of more than 3^?000 (Btu/ 
2 
hr-ft ) was required to produce measured transmitted fluxes of 10,000 
2 
(Btu/hr-ft ) with the ten primary GIRCFF fabrics, it can be inferred 
•X" .. .. 
that in household exposure incidents normal persons should escape 
Household heat sources should almost never exceed 30,000 (Btu/hr-ft ). 
Refer to Table All. 
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injury from fabric thermal reactions. 
If clothing were not particularly transparent, probably it would 
ignite sooner. As discussed previously in the thermal protection model 
analysis, perfect protection probably is not really desirable. Optimum 
transmittance would allow the user maximum time to move to safety after 
becoming aware of heat exposure. Postponing his recognition of 
danger will impose greater risk of fabric fire, and consequently greater 
risk of burn injury. 
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The following conclusions can he drawn from this study of fabric 
ignition and bum injury probability: 
(1) The Ignition Time Apparatus was satisfactory for measuring 
the ignition time of those fabrics tested. Shutter opening times were 
one per cent or less of the minimum Ignition (or- melting) time measured. 
(2) Fifty six tests were run with the equipment on ten different 
fabrics "for the range of incident heat fluxes: 
23,900 (Btu/hr-ft2) < qj' < 72,700 (Btu/hr-ft2) 
The ignition (or melting) times measured for the 56 tests varied between 
3 and 90 seconds. 
(3) Fabric transmittances were measured during each test and 
recorded. Values of transmittance were large, as expected for thin 
fabrics, and averaged 0.15 to 0.27 for the tests. Fabric transmittances 
tended to increase during exposure periods. This tact plus the visual 
observation of pre-ignaticn discoloration suggest that variation of 
fabric properties during exposure might affect ignition time. 
(k) The diathe:t:*manous model of fabric ignition was much more 
accurate than the simple conduction model when compared with experimental 
data. The diathermanous model predicted ignition times which were less 
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than experimental results by about a factor of two. Generally, the 
analytica.l results are more accurate at higher heating rates. 
(5) A review of the literature revealed '.hat processes of thermal 
injury to the skin, as well as pain sensation, are heating rate dependent 
The time elapse before occurence of either phenomenon is essentially 
inversely proportional to incident heat intensify. Additional litera-
ture research revealed that human reaction rates vary with age and 
physical or mental condition, but that some "normal" person probably 
can remove his limbs 01 his torso from any sort of dangerous situation 
within 0.75 seconds of his awareness of the peril. 
(6) A "normal" person, clothed by a single layer of some opti-
cally thin fabric probably could escape burn injury should he be exposed 
to a radiant heat source of common household intensity. That is, the 
time to pain plus the probable time of action is less than the ignition 
times measured in this study or reported elsewhere in the literature 
during the period 1955-69. This conclusion neglects the possibility of 
delayed ignition, and assumes that removal is equivalent to attainment 
of safety. 
(?) A review of the literature indicated that for the case of 
bare skin exposed to radiative sources, at heating rates associated with 
fabric decomposition, pain will precede injury. At extremely high heat-
ing rates, burn injury and pain are simultaneous or else pain is never 
felt because destruction of the sensory mechanisms occurs concurrently 
with tissue damage. At very low heating rates, on the order of solar 
radiation at the earth's surface,, thermal damage can occur without pain. 
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(8) Using the values of fabric transmiffance recorded, during 
the ignition time tests, the ten tested fabrics provided protection to 
underlying skin from 60 per cent or more of the net incident radiant 
energy during the period of pre-ignition (or pre-melting) heating. 
(9) Two layers of a fabric will provide more protection to under-
lying skin than will a single thickness. During a test with two layers 
of 100 per cent cotton "T-shirt" (Fabric No. 5), pre-ignition trans-
mittance was 0.l8. During a test at the same irradiance for a single 
layer of "T-shirt" material, the transird ttance was 0.23. 
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APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY OF PERTINENT DATA 
Information in the following tables summarizes quantitative 
data applicable to this study. Each table is referenced in the body 
of the report; data information sources are indicated in the tables 
themselves. 
Experimental ignition time data reported in Table Al through 
Table A8 were obtained in this study with the Ignition Time Device. 
These data were first reported by Kirkpairick and Bergles [5] at 
conclusion of the test sequence reported in Chapter III. 
Physiological data given in Table A9 were accumulated through 
a rather extensive literature search. Table A10 summarizes analytical 
results of the skin temperature response model. Discussions of the 
information in both these tables are given in Chapter V. 
Information In Table All was obtained from various 
references and lists radiant neat Intensities associated with common 
sources. The radiant heater of the Ignition Time Apparatus can 
produce heat fluxes up to almost two times the maximum listed in 
the table. 
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Table Al. Ignition Time Test Results (Melting Fabric No. 2) 
CIRCFF Test I n c i d e n t Transmi t t ed Time to 
Kabric 
No. 
1!oA Heat Flu. 
Btu 






e t of Mel t ing 
l p l e t i o n of Mel t ing 
2 
hr - f t 
hr - f t 2 
2 9A 23,900 6,100 A (1) 
(2) 
11 .0 A 
i n d e f i n i t e / 6 \ 
2 6 3^,000 7,720 A \ (1) 
( 2 ) 
6.0 A 
i n d e f i n i t e / 6 \ 
2 7 '+7,300 9 , 3 ^ 0 / \ (1) 
(2) 
3.2 A 
i n d e f i n i t e / 6 \ 
p 8 62,300 11,690 / & 











/l\ Refer to the raw data presented in the plots included in Appendix B. 
/ 2 \ Heat flux incident to fabric front face . 
/3\ The transmitted flux was measured by a calorimeter located 0A00 inch behind 
fabric back surface. 
/i+\ Transmitted flux measured prior to onset of melting. 
/5\ Flux at calorimeter position after fabric destruction by complete melting. 
A 
Fabric degradation under heat exposure was a gradually increasing porosity. 
Individual fibers comprising the weave gradually diminished in diameter as molten 
material flowed away from the irradiated area or vaporized. A At this time elapse after fabric exposure, no material remained in the irradiated area. 
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1i, i6 |.' 
6,670 
fi. .;•;.• 
j ) ,6 io 
] 1 | . . ; 
Fi.fi 
.;, 
U l - 5 
'i 0 . 2 
7.2 
2 0 . 9 
J..I .2 
fi.il 
A, :raJ Shape of Oalor:meter 








Refer to the raw data presented by 
A.ppendix Q . 
lots ir.eluded in 
be transmitted flux was measured by a calorimeter located 
OJ.OO inch behind the fabric back face. The flux 
magnitude reported in tl is table were read at limes 
before fabric ignition. 
xable A3- Ignition Time Test Results 
(Fabric Ignition Af:,er Tartial Melting, 














hr - ft 
1 ire to: 
(l' Onset of Melting 
( 2 ) Completion of Melting 


















































/ l \ Refer to the raw data presented in the plots included in Appendix B. 
/ 2 \ The transmitted flux was measured by a calorimeter located O.UOO inch behind fabric back face 
/ 3 \ Transmitted flux measured prior to onset of melting. 
/U\ Transmitted flux measured prior to ignition but after completion of melting. 
Table Ak. I r n i i t i on Time Test R e s u l t s (Fabric I g n i t i o n 
After P a r t i a l Mel t ing , Fab r i c No. 1 1 ) . 
GIRCFF 
Fab r i c 
No. 
Test 
B o A 
I n c i d e n t 
Heat Flux A 
Btu 




hr - ft 
Time to: 
(1) Onset of Melt ing 
(2) Completion of Melt ing 














7,690 / £ 







(1) 2 . 0 
(2) i n d e f i n i t e 
(3) no ignition (100 sec) 
(1) 1-5 
(2) 1+3.0 















Refer to the raw data presented in the plots included in Appendix B. 
Heat flux incident to fabric front face. 
The transmitted flux was measured by a calorimeter located O.i+00 inch behind fabric 
back surface. 
Transmitted flux measured prior to melting. 
Transmitted flux measured after completion of melting but prior to flame. 
?able A5. Ignition Time Test Results (Melting 





Heat Flux A 
Btu 
2 
hr - ft 
Transmitted 
Heat Flux A 
Btu 
hr - f 
2 
Time to: 
(1) Onset of Melting 




































/l\ Refer to the raw data presented in the plots included in Appendix E . 
/2 \ Heat flux incident to fabric front face. 
/3\ The transmitted flux was measured by a calorimeter located 0.U00 inch behind fabric back surface 
/A\ Transmitted flux measured prior to onset of melting. 
/ 5 \ Flux at calorimeter position after fabric destruction by complete melting. 
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Table A6. I g n i t i o n Time Tes t R e s u l t s (Me l t i ng F a b r i c No. 13) 
IIRCI'T 




IJe&l l ' l u x / X 
Btu 
hr - ft 
Transmitted 




(1) Onset of Melting 













6.U80 / K 
10,210 / & 
9,350 A 
11,210 / \ 
18,050 ZtE 
rj ,k2o /K 
25,000 2 S 
19,910 A 
28,1+00 ZS>i 
(1) 1 0 . 5 
(2) i n d e f i n i t e 
(1) 7 . 0 















Refer to the raw data presented in the plots included in Appendix B. 
Heat flux incident to fabric front surface. 
The transmitted flux was measured by a calorimeter located 0.^00 inch behind fabric 
hack surface. 
Fabric degradation under heat exposure was a gradually increasing; porosity. Individual 
fibers of material comprising the weave gradually diminished in diameter as molten 
material flowed away from the irradiated area or vaporized. 
At this time elapse after fabric exposure, no material remained in the irradiated area. 
At this time elapse after fabric exposure, rapid degradation had ceased and slow 
deterioration had begun. 
Transmitted heat flux measured pr^or to onset of melting. 
Transmitted heat flux measured at that time elapse when rapid degradation had ceased. 
The fabric had been significantly damaged at this time. 
a! 2 e est : 
lei-i-
esuivs rabric lei. 
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K 10 A 
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l l KA 
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teat ; lux A 
hr 
fi 
l i te t o : 
1) Onsei of Melting 
2) Completion of 7eltins 

















4 7,^30 _ 12,320 75 
9,910 / £ 
13,7*0 Z2 












^1) 1 .6 
' Q 1 
3 • 
•3 .? 
CO 1 .2 
f p \ P c 
/ l \ Refer to the raw data presented in the plots included in Appendix ! . 
A 
The transmitted flux was measured by a calorimeter located 0.^00 inch behind fabric back face 
/ 3 \ Transmitted flux measured prior to melting. 
A 
Transmitted flux measured after completion of melting out prior to flame. 
/5\ Heat flux incident to fabric sample front face. 
Table A8. Ignition Time Test Results 
(Fabric Ignition Without Destruction) 
GIRCFF Tes t I n c i d e n t 
Fab r i c 
No. 
N°-A Heat Flux Btu 
2 
hr - f t 
19A 5A 23,900 
19 5A 23,900 
19 15 3>+,000 
19 15 3^,000 
19 16 1+7,300 
19 16 1+7,300 
19 17 62,300 
19 17 62,300 
19 38 72,700 
19 38 72,700 
19 38 72,700 
19 38 72,700 
19 38 72,700 
19 38 72,700 
Transmitted Time to 




6,1470 / \ 
5,1+90 
10,120 A \ 
7,090 
11,920 / \ 
3,900 




18,1+00 / A 
19,000 A 
20,000 £ ^ 
5.9 
h.5 






General Shape of Calorimeter^^Dutput 
for This Fabric (19) L 
Transmitted Flux 
Fabric 19 is 100 per cent cotton flannel treated to be fire 
retardant. Surface fuzz ignited, but flame extinguished 
without burning through the primary weave. 
Refer to the raw da.ta presented by the plots included 
in Appendix B. 
The transmitted flux was measured by a calorimeter located 
0.1+00 inch behind the fabric back face. 
Transmitted flux measured after flame extinction. 
Transmitted flux measured after flame extinction. At this 
high incident flux, fabric continued to degrade without 
burning. 
:able A9. Composite of Data for thermal Inertia of Various 
Materials. 
Material ^kpC^ 10 ^(cal) 
5 o 2 






























111.8 ± 3 M 















Tanned with oak tree extracts 
Obtained from autopsy 






Living, maximum vasodilation 
Vasodilated, long exposure, 
CK" = 269 meal/sec-cm 
Depending on state of vasodilation 
Vasodilated, long exposure, 
q." = 100 meal/sec -cm 
Vasodilated, long exposure, 
q!' = U00 meal/sec -cm 
Table A10 . Skin Pain Thresholds - Comparison of theory 
and Experiment. 
Radiant Flux Inc iden t 
to the Skin . 
calories 
2 cm) (sec) 
Measured Skin Surface 
























/l\ Value reported by Stoll and Greene [_K2n 
A Value computed from equations developed in Chapter V. 
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Table All. Intensities of Various Ileal Sources. 
Radiant Energy Source Intensity A Reference yA 
Aircraft Fuel Fire 
Propane Fuel Laboratory Burner 
Propane-Propylene Fuel Laboratory 
Burner 
Household Gas Flame, maximum 
value 
Electric Hot Plate, element 
at U80°F 
Solar Radiation, clear (lay, 
near sea level 
Solar Radiation, near space 
Bunsen Burner, with flame 
O-
temperature of 2300 F 
JP-5 Aircraft Fuel Fire 
maximum value measured at a point 
internal to the flame boundary 
JP-5 Aircraft Fuel Fire 
magnitude of heat flux near the 















/l\ [Btu/hr - ft2] 
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API1K.DIX B 
IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
APPENDIX B 
IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
The following 10 pages present raw data from the Ignition 
Time Tests conducted during the period 1 - 6 July 1971 [5]- The 
individual curves were traced from photographic records of the 
tests taken from recording oscilloscope screens . 
Details of the experimental equipment are Included in 
Chapter II, and discussions of the experiments themselves are in 
Chapter III. The actual times to ignition (or melting) for the 
tested fabrics deduced from these records are tabulated in 
Appendix A. 
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IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
TESTED FABRIC -GIRCFF fabric no. 2 , yellow textured woven blouse, 
1 0 0 % polyester. 
Test 9A (23 ,900 B tu /h r - f t 2 ) 
_ 
. _. 
10 20 30 4 0 
time, seconds 
Test 6 ( 3 4 , 0 0 0 B tu /h r - f t 2 ) 
— 
10 20 3 0 
time, seconds 
40 
Test 7 ( 4 7 , 3 0 0 Btu/hr 
\ 





4 e 12 
time, seconds 
The heat fluxes reported were incident 
to fabric front face. 
The plots present EMF output, from a 
calorimeter mounted 0 - 4 0 0 inch behind 
fabric back surface, versus time of 
exposure. 
GIRCFF fabric no.2 melted without 
igniting. 
Test 8 ( 6 2 , 3 0 0 Btu/hr - f t^ ) 
i 
4 8 12 
time, seconds 
Test 4 1 ( 7 2 , 7 0 0 B t u / h r - f t 2 ) 
2 4 6 
tiro*, seconds 
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IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
TESTED FABRICS GIRCFF fabric no. 5, 
cotton, 
T e s t 8 A ( 2 3 , 9 0 O Btu /h r - f t ) 
0 10 20 30 
time, seconds 
Test 9 ( 3 4 , 0 0 0 Btu/hr- f t ) 
k 
— • H 
- v , 
r 
0 10 2 0 3 0 40 
time, seconds 









8 12 16 
time! seconds 
white jersey T-shirt material, 1 0 0 % 
The heat fluxes reported were incident 
to fabric front face. 
The plots present EMF output, from a 
calorimeter mounted 0 - 4 0 0 inch behind 
fabric back surface, versus time of 
exposure. 
GIRCFF fabric no 5 ignited when irrad-
iated. 





2 4 6 
time, seconds 
Test 4 2 ( 7 2 , 7 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ) 










IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
TESTED FABRIC: GIRCFF fabric no.8, white jersey T -sh i r t ma te r i a l , 6 5 % 
po lyester , 357o cot ton. 
Test 10 A ( 2 3 K 9 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ) 
v _ 
0 20 3 0 4 0 
t ime, seconds 
Test 2 5 ( 3 4 , 0 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ) 
1 ^ 
~N ^ » - - / 
' ' -
0 10 20 30 4 0 
t ime, seconds 
Test 2 6 ( 4 7 , 3 0 0 B t u / h r - f t 2 ) 
\ 
4 8 12 
t ime, seconds 
16 
The heat fluxes repor ted were incident 
to fabric f ron t face, 
The plots present EMF output, from a 
calor imeter mounted 0 - 4 0 0 inch behind 
fabric back sur face, versus time of 
exposure. 
GIRCFF fabr ic no.8 par t ia l ly melted 
and then ignited. 
Test 2 7 ( 6 2 , 3 0 0 B t u / h r - f t 
> • O 
f 
„L 
0 4 8 12 
t ime, seconds 








0 2 4 6 
t ime, seconds 
1 2 i+ 
IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
TESTED FABRIC = GIRCFF fabric no.lO, purple batiste, 1 0 0 % cotton. 
Test 7 A ( 2 3 , 9 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ) 
l 
— 1 U 
10 2 0 30 
t ime, seconds 
Test 2 ( 3 4 , 0 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ) 
T ^ ^ + 
1 
0 10 2 0 30 
time, seconds 
Test 4 ( 4 7 , 3 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ) 
4 e 12 
t i m « , seconds 
The heat fluxes reported were incident 
to fabr ic front face. 
The plots present EMF output, from a 
calorimeter mounted 0 - 4 0 0 inch behind 
fabric back surface, versus time of 
exposure. 
GIRCFF fabr ic no. 10 ignited when 
i r rad ia ted . 
Test 5 ( 6 2 , 3 0 0 B t u / h r - f r ) 
rT~=T==f=^\—F t"—I T~X-—— 
4 8 12 16 
t ime, seconds 





i . . — 
2 4 6 
t ime, seconds 
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IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
TESTED FABRIC' GIRCFF fabric no. I I , white t r icot , 8 0 % ace ta te , 2 0 % nylon. 
Test 4A ( 2 3 , 9 0 0 Btu/hr -uc • ) 
-h 
s = — : — ^ -——_ 
0 10 20 30 
t ime, seconds 
40 
Test 2 8 ( 3 4 , 0 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ) 
0 10 20 30 4 0 
time, seconds 
Test 2 9 ( 4 7 , 3 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ^ ) 
0 20 30 
t ime, seconds 
4 0 
The heat f luxes reported were incident 
to fabr ic front face . 
The plots present EMF output, from a 
calorimeter mounted 0-400 inch behind 
fabric back surface, versus time of 
exposure 
GIRCFF fabr ic no.l l part ial ly melted 
and then ignited. 
Test 3 0 ( 6 2 , 3 0 0 B t u / h r - f t 2 ) 
J 
0 10 20 30 
time, seconds 
Test 3 4 ( 7 2 , 7 0 0 B t u / h r - f t 2 ) 
40 
•i —4— I I 1 1 I I 
SpEEE 
J I 1 1 1 . 
4 8 12 
time, seconds 
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IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
TESTED FABRIC GIRCFF fabric no. 12, white t r icot , 1 0 0 % nylon. 
Test 3 A ( 2 3 , 9 0 0 B tu /h r - f t ) 
10 20 30 
time, seconds 
4 0 
Test 3 1 ( 3 4 , 0 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ) 
0 20 30 4 0 
time, seconds 





. L • 
4 8 12 
time, seconds 
The heat fluxes repor ted were incident 
to fabric front face. 
The plots present EMF output, f rom a 
calorimeter mounted 0 -400 inch behind 
fabric back surface, versus time of 
exposure. 
GIRCFF fabric no-12 melted without 
igniting. 
Test 3 3 ( 6 2 , 3 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ) 
_L _ l . !, _ _ L L , ; 
2 4 6 
t ime, seconds 
Test 4 0 ( 7 2 , 7 0 0 B t u / h r - f t 
time, seconds 
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IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
TESTED FABRIC' GIRCFF fabric no.13, white t r icot , 1 0 0 % acetate. 
Test 2A ( 2 3 , 9 0 0 Btu /h r . - f t . ) 
— 
0 20 30 4 0 
time , secon ds 
Test 1 9 ( 3 4 , 0 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ) 
^U-J 
10 20 30 4 0 
time, seconds 
Test 2 0 ( 4 7 , 3 0 0 B t u / h r - t t 2 ) 
10 20 30 
t ime, seconds 
The heat fluxes repor ted were incident 
to fabric front face . 
The plots present EMF output,from a 
caiorlmeter mounted 0 -400 inch behind 
fabric back surface, versus time of 
exposure. 
GIRCFF fabric no. 13 melted without 
igniting. 
Test 21 ( 6 2 , 3 0 0 B t u / h r - f t 2 ) 
" V v 
0 10 20 
time, seconds 
30 
Test 3 9 ( 7 2 , 7 0 0 B t u / h r - f t * ) 
111 4 8 12 
time, seconds 
IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
white batiste,65% polyester, 3 5 % cotton TESTED FABRIC 6IRCFF fabric no. 17, 
Test I A ( 2 3 , 9 0 0 B t u / h r - f t 2 ) 
r "1 
v ^ 
— -• . — _ 
• 
—' 
0 10 20 3 0 40 
t ime, seconds 
Test 2 2 ( 3 4 , 0 0 0 B t u / h r - f t 2 ) 
t ime, seconds 
Test 2 3 ( 4 7 , 3 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ^ ) 
1 




H — \ 
A \ J 
0 10 20 30 4 0 
t ime, seconds 
The heat fluxes reported were incident 
to fabric front face 
The plots present EMF output,from a 
calorimeter mounted 0 - 4 0 0 inch behind 
fabric back surface, versus time of 
exposure. 
GIRCFF fabric no 17 part ial ly melted 
and then ignited. 
Test 2 4 ( 6 2 , 3 0 0 B t u / h r - f t 2 ) 
0 4 6 8 10 
t ime, seconds 
time, seconds 
Test 3 6 ( 7 2 , 7 0 0 B t u / h r - f t ' 
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IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
TESTED FABRIC^ GIRCFF fabric n o l 8 , white flannel, 100 % cotton 
Test 6 A ( 2 3 , 9 0 0 Btu/hr- f t ' 
****w \ 
\ 
> ̂  
0 20 3 0 
time, seconds 
Test 1 2 ( 3 4 , 0 0 0 B t u / h r - f r ) 
0 20 30 
time, seconds 






0 4 8 12 
time,seconds 
The heat fluxes reported were incident 
to fabric front face. 
The plots present EMF output, from a 
calorimeter mounted 0-400inch behind 
fabric back surface, versus time of 
exposure. 
GIRCFF fabric no.18 ignited when 
irradiated. 
Test 14 (62 ,300 Btu/hr- f t ' 
Tejt 37 ( 7 2 , 7 0 0 Btu/hr- ft2") 
2 4 6 
time, seconds 








IGNITION TIME MEASUREMENTS 
TESTED FABRIC^ GIRCFF fabric no.19, white flannel, 1 0 0 % cotton, treated 
with fire retarding compound. 
Test5A(23,900 Btu/hr-ft ) 
^-,= 
10 20 30 
time, seconds 
Test 15 (34 ,000 Btu/hr - f t * ) 
Test 16(47,300 Btu/hr-ft ) 
0 4 8 12 
time, seconds 
y. i I z = = n = : ^ = ; 
_^=»_ L 
10 20 30 40 
time, seconds 
. 
The heat fluxes reported were incident 
to fabric front face. 
The plots present EMF output, from a 
calorimeter mounted 0-400 inch behind 
fabric back surface, versus time of 
exposure. 
GIRCFF fabric no. 19 ignited when irrad-
iated, but only the surface burned. Flame 
extinguished without burning through 
the weave. 




0 2 4 6 8 
time, seconds 









IGNITION TIME DEVICE - PRIMARY SPRING SIZE 
AND SHUTTER PLATE SPEED DETERMINATIONS 
132 
APEEMO C 
IGKITIOH TIME DEVICE - PRIMARY StPING SIZE 
A:\II) SHUTTER PLATE SPEED DETERMIFATIONS 
As discussed in Chapter II, fabric sample exposures with the 
ignition time device were rapid to comply with the traditional 
modelling assumption o;.' a step neat Input. The sudden exposures 
were accomplished by very rapid removal of the shielding shutter 
plate. That plate is attached to a heavy duty helical spring, 
termed primary spring, sized to cause exposure within a specified 
time Interval. As discussed in Chapter II, exposure transients of 
less than 20 milliseconds weie specified. 
The system was designed with the shutter plate exposing edge 
at sample center when the spring is neutral. Spring motion was 
restricted to maximum displacements of 2.5 in. extension or compres-
sion . 
Che plate velocity originally was specified to be 500 in./sec. 
at spring neutral. Determination of the spring constant required 
for this velocity involved solution of a simple spring-mass system. 




f := friction force impeding shutter plate motion, Ibf 
k - spring constant 3 Ibf/in. 
X = 0 at spring neutral, x = -2-5 at maximum spring extension 
x = + 2.5 for maximum spring compression 
m = mass of moving system, slugs. 
The general solution is given by: 
x = A sin wt + B cos wt - (f/k) 
where: 
w = (k/m) 
The initial condition is 
at t = 0, x = -2.5 in. 
While the boundary conditions are: 
at x = 0, (~\ «= 500 in./sec. 
and at 
x = - 2.5 in., (§) =0 
This displacement is then given by 
13U 
x = [(f/k) - 2.5] cos wt - (f/k) 
To evaluate an initial estimate of the required spring 
stiffness, assume the spring to he massless and the friction bo be 
negligible. Then 
x = -2.5 cos wt 
w2 - 1+0,000 (i/cec2) 
The parts attached to the spring were sized and found to 
weigh about O.78 Ibm, or 
9 
m = (0.'7S)/32.2 s- ? M x 10 " slugs 
The required spring rate is then 
k a: 81 (lbf/in.) 
A spring was ordered from Newcomb Springs of Atlanta, 
Georgia with the following characteristics: 
Design Spring Rate - 100 lbf/in. 
Actual Spring Rate = 115 lbf/in. 
Mass =1.20 lbm 
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Using these values and assuming a realistic friction force magnitude, 
shutter plate velocity and aperture opening time can be computed. 
Total mass - 0.7 < + (l/2)(l.2C)) 
e= 1.3« lbm 
Assume a friction force of 15 lbf. This assumption was based on a 
Coulomb friction coefficient of 0.20 between the operabing rod and 
the catch assembly. Inserting this value Into the displacement 
equation, the time required lor t:ie system to reach x - 0.5 in. is 
t a- 0.00079 sec. 
The time required for the system to reach x == +0.5 is 
t 2= 0.0103 sec. 
The time required for the shutter to open is then 
t = 0.0103 - 0.00079 
2= 0.0095 sec. 
Tests of the equipment have shown that shutter opening is 
somewhat slower than this estimate. Using two microswitches which 
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cammed on the shutter plate when x = 0.5 and x = - 0.5? the opening 
time was measured to he approximately 0.015 seconds. Additional 
losses, including a dash-pot effect from air within the spring tube, 
would, account for a longer computed opening time . The resulting 
shutter opening time was acceptable for the ignition time tests . 
None of the fabrics tested ignited or melted in less than 1.2 
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